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Ho·using's Enochs dies 
by Marcel Bright 
Richard Enochs, director of married 
student housing, died at approxima· 
tely 11 :30 a.m. Sunday at the age of 53 
of undetermined causes. 
Enochs died at his home in Charles­
ton. 
Coles County Coroner Dick Lynch 
said Sunday that he did not know the 
cause of Enochs' death, but said it 
"was sudden and without warning." 
Lynch said that "tomonow (Mon­
day) we should know what the cause of 
death was." 
Several members of the housing 
t to face Screaming Eagles 
staff said Sunday that Enochs would 
be greatly missed. 
Cannan Hall counselor Paul Henry 
said "he (Enochs) was one of the 
nicest guys l have ever known. He will 
stirely be missed." 
. Henry said that Enochs had been 
with the Housing Office since his 
arrival at Eastern. 
Keith Kohanzo, Stevenson Tower 
counselor, said be was sorry to hear 
the news about Enochs' death. 
"He was an asset to the Housing 
Office," Kohanzo said, "and wUl be 
missed by a lot of people." 
Randy Johnson, associate director of 
housing, said that Enochs ''had been 
here (at Eastern) a long time" and 
would be missed by students and 
faculty. 
Housing Director Louis Hencken 
could not be reached for comment. 
Enochs was instrumental in ·insti­
tuting the free bike service on campus 
during the 1977 fall semester. 
He 
··was also in charge of several 
recent repairs made in the, dorms and 
married housing. 
Funeral arrangements are pending. 
Thomas'33 sparks.Panthers to 100-93 win 
:udy Ruettiger 
33 point perf-Ormance by guard 
'lie Thomas led Eastern to a 100-93 
1ry over St. · Joseph's College 
:y night in the first round play of 
ICAA Great Lakes Regional. 
Panthers held off a strong 
ind half rally by St. Joe's to put 
into the championship game 
ay night against Indiana State 
·sity at Evansville, a 86-78 upset 
,er over Northern Kentucky in 
y night's first game. 
1e Panthers brought a 10 'point 
into the second half after being up 
18 at 5:22 of the first half. The 18 
lead came after Eastern out­
lhe 'Puma's 26-4. 
h:an't explain it," Eddy said of the 
surge. "We jyst played 'Perfect 
and it was the only time in the 
pme they didn't score.'' 
. Joe did not say die as it battled 
with a 19-9 scoring streak at the 
of the initial half. 
•tern's leaQ dwindled to four at 
with 56 seconds left in the game. 
the Panthers cooly sank seven of 
free throws in the last minute of 
to ice the victory when St; Joe 
d in desperation to get the ball 
:k. 
1th teams had excellent shooting 
it's as evidenced by the final score. 
the first half each team shot over 56 
iCellt, with Eastern hitting 57 .1 per 
and St. Joe shooting at a 56.2 
cent clip. 
1or the game the Panthers shot 59 
cent and St. Joe shot 48 per cent. 
"l don't know if I've ever seen a 
:r shooting exhibition," head 
h Don Eddy said. "The shots they 
were getting weren't good shots. They 
were shooting through knees, elbows 
arid bodies and putting it in.'' 
But the Panthers applied a tough 
defense to force 19 St. Joe turnovers, 
13 coming in the first half, that offset 
the Puma's shooting. "Our 
defense finally caught up to them in the 
first half," Eddy said. . 
The Panthers' field goal shooting 
was the best they displayed this year as 
they hit on 37 of 62 shots. From the 
charity stripe, Eastern connected on 26 
of 31 for 83 per cent. · 
Derrick Scott also hit in double 
figures, coming up with his highest 
point total of the year with 22. 
Scott also had four assists and as a 
team the Panthers totaled up 28 assists. 
Craig DeWitt and Mike Pickens 
scored 13. and 10 points respectively for 
the only other Panthers to hit double 
figures . 
St. Joe was led by Dave Downey, 
who came off the bench to pop in 24 
points. Tom Gallant was next with i8 
points. 
Eastern will play in the cham­
pionship game against lSU-E at 9 p.m. 
preceded by the Northern Kentucky-St. , 
Joe contest at 7 p.m. in the con­
solation game. 
"They (ISU-E) have a lot of deter­
mined people on the team," Eddy said. 
The Panthers also outrebounded St. 
Joe hauling down 31 to the Puma's 
27. 
Thomas also hit nine straight free 
throws to run his consecutive streak to 
52 for the year. The nine free throws 
also was a high for the Panthers this 
season. 
Scott was. also perfect from the free 
throw line hitting on eight of eight. 
• • 
. ra· . .. .. . 
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Snow likely 
';Q� '- - -
Monday will be mostly cloudy with some snow· 
likely and warmer, with the high in the lower or 
middle 30s. The chance of precipitation is 70 
percent. Snow is also likely Monday night with a low 
in the middle or upper 20s. 
Charlie Thomas makes two of his 33 points that paced the Panthers to a 1 00-93 victory over St. Joseph's College before a partisan crowd of over 5.000_ 
Eastern will play Indiana State University-Evansville at 9 p.m. Monday for the 
regional championship. (News photo by Trent Gasbarra) 
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(JP) ·News sllorts 
Peking leader re-elected 
TOKYO (AP) - China's parliament re-elected Communist Chairman Hua 
Kuo-feng as. premier Sunday, solidifying his hold at the top of the Peking 
hierarchy as both political· and administrative. leader of the world's most 
populous nation. 
· 
.Hua, 57, apparently out-ma�euvered Vice Premier teng Hsiao-ping for the 
job· as head of government, proving himself a wily and successful political 
in-fighter. In the process he has established himself as successor to both Mao 
Tse-tung and Cliou En-lai, the two great leaders. of Qiinese communism. 
Peking's. Great Hall of the People "rang with cheers and there was a 
prolonged ovation'' after Hua was chosen premier at the closing session of the 
. fifth National People's Congress, the official news agency Hsinhua reported in 
a dispatch ·received here. 
'So long Chicago'- News 
CHICAGO (AP)- The Chicago Daily News, dead at age 102 of low circulation 
and heavy tosses, has published its own obituary edition that within 12 hours of 
hitting the street was being scalped for up to $20 an issue. · 
The biggest story on the newspaper's final day was the Daily· News itself. 
Major news stories were summarized, and the bulk of the paper was devoted to 
articles about the newspaper and to retrospectives by its writers on recent years 
in Chicago. 
Assistant City Editor Roger Flaherty at the Chicago Sun-Ttmes, the Daily 
News'· sister paper, said 490,000 copies of the final Daily News were pinted,. 
155,000 more than the usual press run.· 
CIA considers.'quester' 
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - A Des Moines computer firm president met twice 
with the' Central Intelligence Ag�ncy to discuss selling � computer program to 
the agency, possibly to analyze news stories or the reporters who produced 
them, The Des Moines Sunday Register reported. 
. 
· The Register quoted a "well-placed source" as saying the CIA wanted to use 
GMI's "Quester" computer program to analyze stories produced by The 
Associated Press.and Un.ited Press International. The two services provide 
news to daily newspapers. 
Charles Cleveland, a �ate University professor and president of GMI, Ltd., 
said he wasn't sure his computer program could analyze news copy because 
"we've never tried it," and added that "we certainly <,lon't intend to try it•" 
Cleveland declined further comment about the newspaper report. The CIA 
would not immediately comment on the story. 
Cold spell sweeps nation 
by the Associated Press 
Flooding from torrential rains of a Pacific storm continued in Arizona late 
Sunday as California dug out from mud-slides and in the eastern half of the 
nation dozens of low temperature records were broken overnight and during 
the day. , 
In California, w�ere an unusual tornado watch was caUed Sunday afternoon 
after the sighting of several funnel clouds in the Los Angeles area, the bodies of 
five persons killed in the flooding and mud-slides had been recovered. 
Also, records were established across Indiana Sunday morning as a high 
pressure area pinned colder air over the state. The low of 10 degrees below 
zero made Terre Haute . and Salem the cohlest spots .in the state before ; 
daybreak Sunday and set records for March 5. 
Mom's milk under debate 
BOSTON (AP) - Mo�her's milk appears to give some protection to infants 
against congenital hypothyroidism, a disease which in its extreme form is_ 
known as cretinism, doctors at Massachusetts General Hospital say. 
"We have conducted studies which indicate that human breast milk contains 
sufficient thyroid hormone to lessen congenital hypothyroidism and possibly 
prevent impaired neuroh>gical development," Dr. Hans H. Bode, a pediatric 
endocrinologist, said in a hospital report released Sunday. 
__ ,__, ________________________________________________ __ · The Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, at Charleston, nt. during the 
fall and spring semesters and weekly during the summer term, except during school vacations 
or eX31Tlinations. by the students of E�stern Illinois University. Subscription price: $5 per 
sem&ster. $1 for summer only. $�0 !Qr all year. The Eastern News is represented :>y the 
National Education Advertising Service. 18 East 50 Street, New York. N.Y. 10022. and is a 
member of the Associated Press. which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles ap�aring in 
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1607 · Madison St. 
· Charleston, Ill. 6 f920 
Kn.oWl.es ·caf et er 
Mon. - Tues. Special 
**************************** 
i Pan Fried Steak 
* * • 
* * 
:*************************** 
· 4:30 p.m� to 7:30 p.m. 
Ranch Style P�tato 
Slaw, Roll, Butter $2.49 
1626 Broadway, Mattoon Ph. 234· 
WAMPUS ·APPOINTMENT 
� - BARBER SHOP 
Rodney 
'""" 
Has New Hours 
12-7 Mon.- ·fri. / 8-12 Sat 
Also a New Barber Stylist 
Rodney Edgington 
For the best. in Re.gular Cuts, 
Blow Cuts,· and Hair Styling 
Call Rodney or Joe at 
345-6560 
Ladies Night 
Tonight & Every 
Monday 
All Bar Drinks 
1h price 
'(Ladies Only) 
9p.m. til 1 a .m. 
49 
=-
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BHE likely to accept 
distribution of budget 
3 
by The Auoclated Presa . than the board sought, it will allow the 
The Board of Higher Education is board to take care of its top priority­
expected Tuesday to approve .a plan salary increases. 
for distributing the $955 million that The board· said Thompson's plan 
Gov. James Thompson says Illinois· would allow· a 6 percent raise, plus 
can afford to spend . operating its another 2 percent for university faculty 
colleges and universities. members and an additional 4 percent 
The meeting will be i!l Chicago. for nonacademic university employ-
The board ncommended in January ees. 
that the state spend $975 million on The governor. also agreed with the 
higher education operations, so �20 b�a.rd's request to cover �cr«'.ases in 
million had to be Cllt from its new plan. u�1ty costs-16 p�rcent at campuses 
The major reductions .are $6.6 mil" us1�g natural gas and 11.5 percent for 
lion from the board's request for the ·those using· other fuels-and a 10 
State Universities Retirement System, �ercent incre.ase in the allocation for 
$4. 7 �illion from the Illinois State bbrary matenals. 
Scholarship Commission, $3.4 million Thompson has reduced· from S6 
from operation of the state universit- mi)lion to SS.2 million proposed ex·­
ies, $2. 7 million from operation of the penditures for program development 
community colleges and $1.8 million at the universities. 
from health education grants. Improvements would bt: made to 
Although Thompson's budget is less (See BHE, page 71 
Band to perform Monday· 
·The heart and soul of New Orleans when the Preservation Hall Jazz Band 
comes to to\vn Monday when the last performed ·at Eastern he "saw 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band makes its people from several communities who 
third appearance at Eastern. traveled to hear them play." 
The Jazz Band will perform at 8 "Their music has been described as 
p.m. in the Union Addition Grand the music born of the river boat, str�t 
Ballroom. parades and saloons. It is played by 
Tickets for the copcert, which is men who worked all day, but weren't 
sponsored by the University Board too tired to blow their horns at night,'' 
Fme Arts Series, are $3 for the general Read said. 
public and Sl for students. The home base of the Jazz Band is 
Tickets will be available at the Union ·the Preservation Hall in the New 
Ticket Office from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. or Orleans French Quarter. · 
at the door. •'The Preservation Hall is where 
Harry Read, director of information they go to perform and enjoy them-. 
and publications, said recently that selves when they are in New Orleans. " 
-TV, Louisville, Kent., technical coordinator Robert Shipley readies his 
television transmitter for coverage of Sunday's regional game. WFIE­
iVille, Ind., had also planned on televising.the contest but a poor signal 
the broadcast from going through. (News photo by Cheryl Sannes) 
''A II ""nnouncement. 
Dorothy Saxton '- ,}�·, 
ss sign-ups to begin becomes 
·Grandmother ·ollment for summer pre­
and summer and fall semesters 
Jin Monday and· will last until 
14. . 
1ael T aylor, directo r  of 
'.on, said Sunday that pre­
:nt materials will be distributed 
:nts at times scheduled by the 
r of last names of students. 
ials to be distributed include 
kequest cards and instructions, 
jaid. 
'ormation will be distributed 
pre-session, summer and fall 
,Ile added. 
ials can be picked up at the 
1tion Office in the south 
t of McAfee Gym by the 
_ schedule: 
· 
8:30 a.m., Monday 
S2:30 p.m., Monday 
:30 a.m., Tuesday 
:30 p.m., Tuesday· 
8:30 a.m., Wednesday 
12:30 p.m. , Wednesday 
8:30 a.m., Thursday 
:m�."ir'r .• Ttt\ii'saa� . 
. terials should be placed in the 
box outside the Registration Office. 
Students must present a validated ID 
wpen picking up request materials. 
Those students who are assigned to . 
the Advisement Center in Room 207 of 
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9 inch Pan Pizza 
1 .z inch Regular Pizza 
51 �00 OFF 
I ·345-2324 . 14 inch Regular .Pizza l$·:.:� ______ :W��.,B;..eef _Av a� ab���'.:� �:_- �6 in C:hR�gilta � �; z:�-� i 
1 2 i'nch Pan Pizza 
•I 
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Editorial 
March 6, 1978 . 
The invitation to the national debate only be . as good as 
receives, and Tam_e·� value 
-exemplified by the success of 
Debate duo 
. tournament extended recently to Eastern's 
.top debate duo of junior Jim Curtis and 
senior Marian Bollinger is another feather 
in the alrea9y beplumed hat of the debate 
team. 
The invitation is due to the overall 
performance of Curtis and Bollinger 
thro.ughout the semester-as a team, they 
were among the top 16 teams which did 
not have to qualify in district tourneys. 
r3oth Bollinger· and Curtis 
their invitation to the overall 
team members· in res 
couragement. 
This again points to a team 
together in promoting.the pr 
fellow member as well as 
gain. merits praise 
"·from all of us 
This kind of program, which over 1he 
past few years has sent several teams on 
to national competition, helps establish 
Eastern as more than a small midwestern 
school. 
Tame said he now plans to 
squad to the district tourne}'I 
to qualify an additional East 
nationals. 
We wish these two su 
districts; and we hope·to see 
Curtis and Bollinger in ttle 
_Coach speaks 
Editor, 
On behalf of every member of our 
team' and <..'Oaching ·st�ff, I want to 
personally thank ·every member of our 
student body and faculty for the' 
support given our basketball team. 
:The atmosphere created by our 
band, cheerleaders, Pink Panthers, 
and student body is unparallelled in 
my opinion. 
· When I talk with outsiders I simply 
tell them our people come to play and 
I'm not jusftalking about the players. 
Every person that walks into Lantz on 
game night is a part of the action. 
On the other hand, sometimes a few 
of our most ardent supporters gri 
overboard and their support becom�s a 
negative influence because of the use 
of profanity and degrading remarks 
aimed at opposing coaches and play­
ers. 
The truth is we are getting a ''bad 
rap" across the midwest and I would 
like to request y9u exercise a positive 
support ·of your team. 
· 
As you may well know, I can say 
from personal experience that all of us, 
get carried away at times but that 
should be the exception rather than 
the rule, 
I would like to challenge our student 
body to fill Lantz Monday .. 
Easter• flews 
Eastern llinols University 
Chal'leston,W.61920 
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aecause of the accomplishments of 
Curtis and BolHnger, Eastern joins th� 
ranks of Dartmouth and the University of 
Southern -califomia, among others, in the 
national prestige accorded universities 
with strong debate programs. 
We also want to be Ami'VWI 
wish Bollinger and Curtfl 
congratulations, and to ext 
of the university to them. 
This kind of achievement, however, 
comes from the efforts of many, especially 
debate coach Elwood Tame. A team can 
Their journey to the tou 
·In Eastein's favor, ·and is one 
find no counter. 
Lett·ers to· the Editor 
While there is a lot at stake the real people, to come Ot.lt and cheer on our 
prize is in the feeling of communi9' team to victory. 
each one of us experiences hi the We thµik it would onty be appro­
unified effort of striving for something priate to greet our hapless opponents 
that is extremely difficult to obtain but with a "sea of blue". 
still within reach-THE NATIONAL · To accoQiplish this end, we implore: 
TITLE. the spectators to wear blue attire. · 
If you happen not to be a member of Thank you for allowing us to make 
the "Panther Battalion" may I .chal- this appeal, and in closing, "GO BIG 
lenge you to part with a eouple of BLUE!" 
bucks and know the feeling. 
· 
We appreciate and continue to 
cherish your support. 
DonR. Eddy 
Head Basketball Coach 
'The Pit' talks 
''THE PIT" 
Joe Krisch, Mite Duncan 
Ed Cmpryn·, Rod Ringger 
PI ease .everyone 
Editor, 
In regard to the letter published in 
Editor, . the Feb. 21 issue, this person couldn't 
For the fourth <:ansecutive year the have felt too strongly about his ideas 
fighting Panthers have been honored. or he would have put his name behind 
with a post-season tournament bid. them. 
This year Eastern has received the 'This person obviously sees only 
additional honor of being chosen as what he wants to see or he would have 
host for the tournament. · noticed that others not in minority also 
We, the members of "The Pit" I do not stand during the natioµal 
would tike to take this opportiinity to anthem or the ''school song". 
extend our congratulations and best · If this person is WQrried about this 
wishes to the Panthers. _ "disrespect" as he calls it, he should 
"The Pit" would also . like to have mentioned all guilty parties in the 
encourage everyone; students, faculty, matter. 
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The Rathskeller Grill & Deli 
has.purchased another meat slicer 
to prov.idefaster service for you! 
WEEKLONG SPECIALS! 
Monday- Fish Platter 
2 pieces of Cod,·fries, small cole slaw only 1121. 
Tuesday- · Ham II Swiss Cheese Sandwich 
Jumbo $f fll Regular $115 
·. 
Wednesday- Grilled Ruben SandWich " · · · 
. Corned beef, Sauerkraut 1 ODO Island dressing 
fl: Swiss cheese on seeded rye bread $1 H 
Thursday- · Vegetable Soup II French Roll 
� . only$.65 
Friday- Tuna Fish Sandwich . 
$.75 
UB DESSERT THEATRE 
.Jacqu� Brei Is Alive & Well living In Paris 
March 9 and 12 at 2 p.m. Tickets 
March 10,11,17,18,atBp.m. •1n students '2lladults 
' 
Sunday- Fish Night $239 
All the fish, fries and salad you can eat! I · 
. . 
We have bagels all week - 3 for $1.00 
. ...-� ,.·-----
' 
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'Number· One' EaStern 
··to kick off blood d·rive 
by Sandy Young 
Eastern will try to retain its status as. 
"number one blood donor" in the 
region in the spring Red Cross Blood 
Drive Monday through Thursday in 
the University Union Ballroom. 
Lyiin Tilton, spokesperson for the 
St. Louis Red Cross, said recently, 
"Eastern is definitely number one in 
our book in regards to cooperation and 
in the blood we collect." 
Tilton said &Stem donors gave over 
300 pints of blood each day of last fall's 
drive for a total of more than 1,300 
pints. . 
She added that the St. Louis Red 
Cross supplieS" 143 hospitals in Mis- · 
souri and Dlinois with approximately 
750 units. of blood each day. 
"Eastern donors are able to supply 
half of this amount,'' she said. 
The spring drive schedule is as 
fol�ows: 1 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. Monday, 
by appointment; 11 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. 
Tuesday, walk-in day; 11 a.m. to 4:15 
p.m. Wednesday, by appointment and 
11 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Thursday, walk-in 
day. 
Despite Eastem's past success in 
donating blood, Margaret Lowell, 
drive co-chaitperson and local Red 
Cross chapter chairperson, predicted 
Friday, "We probably are going -to 
have to work very hard to get 1,200 
pints in four days!' . 
"Due to the flu bug, I am a little 
pessimistic," she said. 
Tilton said_ persons who have had 
the flu should check with the head 
nur5e before donating. 
The Red Cross has also issued a list 
of criteria to determine if a person is 
able to donate blood safely. 
·A potential donor must be at least 17 
years old and weigh at least 110 
pounds. 
Donors will not be accepted if they 
have had· hepatitis or cancer, or if they 
currently suffer from epilepsy, sickle 
cell anemia or kidney disease. 
A person m.ay not donate blood if he 
hu received blood, ·plasma or' serum 
or has had a tatoo within the last six 
months. 
A diabetic may be a blood donor if 
he is regulated by ·diet or oral drugs. 
Persons may donate blood if they 
have have been taking aspirins, birth 
control pills, prescription diet or 
thyroid pills. 
Donating blood is a short, uncomp­
licated and relatively painless pro­
cedure, junior Sharon.Behme, student 
blood drive chairperson, said .. 
Behme said a potential donor is met 
at the door by a greeter. who directs the 
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Eastern 
The typist · will take down· 
donor's name, address, age, social 
security number and ·his general 
- medical history. 
The typists will then direct the donor 
to a nurse who takes his temperature 
and instructs the donor to drink a glass 
of juice which will ''immediately begin 
to replace fluids in the body which will 
be lost when a person donates," 
Lowell said. 
The donor is then sent on to a nurse 
who will test his blood pressure and 
iron count. This nurse will also ask 
questions about the donor's medical 
history, Behme said. 
After the donor is given the okay to 
donate blood, he picks up a donor 
package and awaits his tum to actually 
give the blood. 
After the blood has been given, the 
donor is advised to rest for 15 minutes, 
and is served. refreshments, Behme said. 
Walter Lowell, who with Margaret 
Lowell, is drive co-chairperson, said 
Between the lines 
Barbara New, left, looks over instructional reading material of all ty 
the Illinois Reading Council Conference which visited Eastern on � 
Saturday. (News photo by Vickie Rychkaert) 
there should not be any side effects of •au;a;a;uu:a�������'lii!�!!il!!i!��a;a;llllll 
gi��t:� well said, "Sometimes· BRUCE LEE'S 
donors pass out but there are usually 
no la5ting side effects.·· ''Return of �argaret Lowell said the benefits of 
giving blood far outweigh any minor 
The Dr· a . 0 side effects. "For Eastern students that give 
blood, the main advantage is knowing Adm• • 7 5 they are helping someone becau� Red 118100: •. • 
Cross blood is available to everyone," 
she said. Time: - 6:30 & 9:00 p.m. She added that one pint of blood can 
be divided among three to five people. Day _ March 7th . thus helping more people at once. 
Lowell also said she urges everyone Where·. Grand Ballroom . to give blood •'to keep the blood 
supply at a safe level, and also because Wanm::nimEmmrmrmma:imn::m�nnnnnnmmn• 




On Feb. 15, 1978 one of our competitors ran an ad stating 
lowest prices in town. 
On Feb. 16, 1978 orie of our CO"'.'petitors ran an ad stating 
lowest delivery prices in town: 
On Feb. 28, 1978 one of our competitors stated they had tht 
fastest delivery in town. · 
Pizza Oven following a price increase t I on January 1, 1978 has charged $2.21 tax included 
for a 10" Cheese Pizza. Delivery is 50f extra on all orders. We invite you to compare 









OF to disc Liss effectiveness of systems 
Pate 1uits of a questionnaire con­
faculty opinion of the ef­
ess of the system of systems, 
be discussed at a Council of 
lties (COF) meeting · Monday, 
lty Senator Frank Abell said 
ll'Y· 
COF meeting began Sunday and 
to continue Monday, Abell said. 
system of systems is· the 
ization of four governing boards, 
ing the Board of Governors 
if and the University of Illinois 
, which are under the Board of 
Education (BHE). 
COF was created by the BOG to 
faculty input from the five 
governed by the BOG, Robert 
:day visit 
Shuff, Faculty Senate chairperson, . 
said Thursday. 
Abell said Gov. James R. Thompson 
directed the BHE last year to assign a 
task force to study the system of 
systems. 
One of the recommendations the 
task force made was that the system of 
_systems should be eliminated and 
replaced by a system comparable to the 
system at the University of Illinois, 
Abell said. 
Under this system each school would 
have its own governing board with the 
president of each institution as the 
executive officer. 
"It's difficult to know· what kind of 
resp0nse we will get from the faculty 
on the questionnaire," Shuff said. · 
. �seJ)h McNicholas, bishop of the Springfield Roman Catholic diocese, 
:ers sacrament to those attending Mass Sunday in the Union addition 
BaHroom. His visit was sponsored by Eastern's Newman Community. 
photo by Bob Nasenbeny) . 
HE to consider plan 
rcontinued from page 3) provements, plus another $32 million 
courses, and to evening, for the food research and development 
1uing education and basic skills program know as Food For Century ill. 
s. - Almost all of that money will go to 
.pson's budget plan mates ·no the University of Illinois for construct­
ision for the tuition increase that · ion of a new veterinary medicine-basic 
board sought for university stu- sciences building and a new agricult­
addition to operating funds, 
1er education ·also will receive 
money for capital improvements, 
ding oonstruction and remodel-
ural engineering buil�g. 
· The board also is expected to 
discuss a recommendation by its staff 
against construction of a veterinary 
school at Southern Illinois University 
at Carbondale. The legislature last 
year asked the board to consider such 
"However, it probably will not have 
much impact on the BOG," he added. 
Shuff said he is opposed to Eastern 
being under the BOG because any 
requests for additional staff, programs 
or money must go through the BOG 
before being submitted to the BHE. 
"Going through the . BOG is like 
going through a number of layers," 
Shuff said. · 
"The layering tends to stunt groWth. 
It takes too much time. It can take 
years just to find out that you aren�t 
allowed to do something,'' he added. 
Shuff added that the BOG allows 
more money to be spent on the three 
schools in the Chicago area which 
leaves Eastern and W estem Illinois 
Unit.•iersity witli fewer resources for 
growth. 
However, Donald Walters, BOG 
executive director, said Friday that he 
was "puzzled" by Shuff's co�ent, 
and said it had "no foundation to it." 
Under the proposed budget for fiscal 
year 1979, Eastern is getting a 9.6 
percent increase . from last year, 
Walters said. 
Walters also said that the increase is 
more than the three Chicago area 
schools are slated for except for 
Northeastern Illinois University which 
has a proposed 10.3 percent increase. 
However, Shuff said that Walters' 
statement "can be misleading because 
in the past, Eastem's budget has been 
lower than the three Chicago area 
schools." 
Contract vote losing 
by 2-1 opposition ... 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Opponents of 
a proposed contract to end the 90.day 
coal strike held a steady 2-1 lead as 
votes were counted Sunday, and the 
Carter administration prepared to step 
in swiftly to try to force miners back to 
work if the walkout persisted. 
One administration official said 
President Carter would view rejection 
of the contract as a "great tragedy," 
and was ready to take action under the 
Taft-Hartley Act as soon as Monday. 
With 321 of the union's 794 locals, 
or almost 40 per cent, reporting, the 
vote was 25,902 against the proposed 
contract and 12,236 in favor. 
Labor SecretarY Ray Marshall met 
with his top advisers before goi.Dg to 
the White House to meet with key 
presidential aides. 
Carter was expected to meet with 
the group when he returned from a 
weekend stay at the presidential 
retreat at Camp David, Md; · 
Assuming the contract was turned 
do� and pending final decisions by 
the president, one source said, the 
administration's strategy was shaping 
up this way: 
Carter would invoke the Taft-Hartley 
Act Monday night, appointhlg a three.. 
member board of inquiry required 
under the law to mate a report. 
It was learned that its members 
were likely to be Carl ·warrens of the 
University of Louisville; Eva Robbins, 
a labor arbitrator from New York; and 
Jack Gentry, a Washington lawyer. 
Officials said the administration 
probably would be ready to 20 to court 
within a few days to seek : a back� 
order against the miners. 
·While officials were not optimistic 
that miners would obey-such an order, 
Energy Secretary James Schlesinger 
said several coal companies had been 
approached about the J>Qssibility of 
paving miners who returned to work 
more- than they received under the 
expired contract. 
. One source said one suggestion was 
for a raise of $1 an hour, the same as 
miners would receive if they ratified 
the contract. 
Industry response to the suggestion 
was said to be extremely negative . 
. . . no serious effects 
expected ,at Eastern 
by Patricia Kozlowski and Ed Cobau Department said if the miners did not 
Eastern will not face serious energy get back to the mines to mine coal, the 
shortages even if a contract is not ·results could be "devastating." · 
ratified by members of- the United Smith said· the first area to be af­
Mine Workers (UMW) Union, a fected would be industry, where 
Central Illinois Public Service · Co. cutbacks in electricity and massive 
(CIPS) official said Sunday. unemployment would result. 
Merle Myerscough said even if the · A second area which would be af­
mines are not reopened, Eastern would f ected would be major universities and 
not face the threat of running out of schools, including Eastern, Smith said, 
coal since the company is using non- where power could be cut back and 
union coal. force the possible closings of the 
He said the coal strike has forced schools. 
CIPS to use outside coal, but he said he He also • he anticipates that the 
was unsure of where the coal came frotn. miners may not go back to work even if 
"I don't know exactly where the the government orders them back. 
coal is coming from, but it is some HarOld Nordin, another economics 
western source,'' Myerscough added. instructor, said if the· contract is not 
1e g0vemor' s budget in that area 
far short of the S125 million 
.ended by the bbard. 
Two economics instructors said if ratified, " it's not going to do any 
the miners do not ratify a contract to good for the country." 
a school. . . end the 88 day-old coal strike, cutbacks He said he felt the government The staff satd 1t would- cost between in industry and massive unemployment would take over the mines and issue 
1mpson said he is willing to . 
• '.e ���·l. 8!9�i<?� _f?f ·. 5�.i.�!'J �: 
"l"'l .C" 
SS2 and S57 million to build, and could result. injunctions tq get the miners back to 
Qther CA !,:millio · .,., ..-.........  · · ; · -• ' ' . . � -- . . "� ul� ·� ·.· -;�;.•.:·�.it".t'� ���.f�.fl� �.--1., ,'";�: ·� b Y\1"/I_.,�· ·H· -t I . . ••• 
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Slide sho w 
to be taken 
to dorms 
by Vicki Pape 
A slide show of the two previous 
Almost Anything Goes competition 
will be shown inJhe residence halls this 
week, Ted Phillips, coordinator of this 
year's contest , said recently. 
Almost Anything Goes, sponsored 
by . Eastern's Residence Hall 
Association, will make its third ap­
pearance at Eastern with nonsense 
games modeled after the popular 
television show. 
' 'The slides are of the various events 
and the participants and officials who 
were involved in Anything Goes the 
last two years, and some of the 
spectators, too," Phillips said. 
He said a studf;llt from last year's 
competit ion will come to the .sltowings 
to talk about the games and to answer 
any questions. 
"The purpose (of the slide show) is 
to get new residents on campus or 
tho�e who didn't see the games before 
interested in participat ing and seeing 
what An)rthing Goes is all about ," 
Phillips s�. 
He also said that displaying the 
slides in the residence halls is "'in 
anticipation of team roster deadline of 
March 16." 
The names of all of the participants 
must be turned in for this year's events 
by that date. 
Almost Anything Goes will be held 
April lS and 16, 
"Those students who 
participate should be sure and 
their hall representatives or 
counselors,". Phillips said. 
Dates and times of 
present ation for each of the 
as follows: -
-Tuesday: . 7:30 p.m. 
berton's main lounge and 8:30 
Stevenson Lounge. 
-Wednesday: 6:30 p.m. in 
Hall main lounge and 7:30 
Taylor Lounge. 
-Thursday: 6:30 p.m. in 
lower lounge, 7:39 p.rn. in 
main lounge and at 8:30 p. 
Triad. 
You can be a Winner too at the Acadeffiy Awards.  
Students and faculty can be more than just 
television viewers when the 50th Annual 
Academy Awatds are presented on Apri l 3. 
They can be winners, too. 
· 
The On the Verge Eastern News supplement 
and local merchants are sponsoring an 
tion of Oscar-winning - film nom inees before 5 
p.m. Wednesday, March 22 In the Student 
Publ ications office, Student Services Build ing . ·  
First, second and third place prizes wil l  be 
awarded to winners whose bal lots come closest 
to ttie actual awarded fllms, actors, producers 
and songs. 
choice Is the f irst place prize, compl 
Wii i  Rogers Theatre. Second place p 
album from Dales bookstore and th 
prize Is a t-shl rt and transfer compll 
Dale Bayles "On Campus . "  
Academy Award prediction contest. · The winners wi l l  be announced In t 
Readers can submit ballots of their predlc- Two free passes to the movie of the win ner's Eastern News. 
. , ·.. . 




I Addr� - 1 r • · ' · · " 
- Academy Award Predict ions Contest 
Phone ___ ___ 
r 1 1 . Best performance by an actor 
I I n  ·a leadf ng role: 
I DWoody Al len , In "Annie Hal l "  
D Richard Burton i n  " Equus·� 
Goodbye Glr l" . 
o Mel inda Dii ion In ' ' Close En­
counters Of The Thi rd Kind" 
D Vanessa Redgrave In "Julia" 
D "A 'Little N ight Music" 
D " Pete's Dragon " 
D "The Sl i pper and The Rose" 
D Richard Dreyfuss In ' 'The 
Goodbye Girl" 
D Tuesday We1d in  " Looking for 9. Best orlglnal song : · 
Mr. Goodbar" · D "Candle on the Water" from 
D Marcel lo Mastroianni In " A  
Special Day" 5. Best achievement In costume 
DJohn Travol.ta in "SSturday . design: 
Night Fever" D "Ai rport 'n" 
2. Best performance by an actor 
In a supporting role: 
D Mlkhau· Baryshnikov In "The 
0 "Jul ia" 
D "A Little Night Music" � 
0 "The Other Side of Midnight" 
D "Star Wars" 
Turning Point• ' 
DPeter Firth in " Equus" 
D Aiee Guinness in "Star Wars" 
U Jason Robards in "Julia" 
6. Best achievement I n  dlr�ing:  
D Maxim i l ian Schell in  "Jul ia" 
3. Best performance by an act­
ress i n  a· leading role: 
'D Anne Bancroft in "The Turn- . ·  
D "Annie Hal l "  
D "Close Encounters Of The 
Third Kind" 
D "Jul la" 
D "Star Wars" 
D "The Turning Point" 
Ing Point " 7. Outstanding achievements I n  
D Jane Fonda I n  "Julia" music in  connection with motion 
D Dlane Keaton In "Annie Hal l "  pictures. 
D Shlrley ,MacLalne · i n  "The O "Close Encounters Of The 
Turni ng Point" Thi rd Kind " 
D Marsha Mason In "The Good- D "Jul la" 
. bye G i rl "  D " Mohammad-Messenger of 
God " 
Pete's Dragon " , 
D " Nobody Does It Better" from 
' 'The Spy Who Loved Me' ' 
D "The Sl ipper and the Rose 
Waltz" from "The Sl i pper and 
the Rose-The Story of Cinder­
ella" 
D "Someone's Waiting for You" 
from .. The Rescuers" 
D "You Light Up My Life" from 
' 'You Light Up My Life' '  
10. Best picture of  the year" · 
D "Annie Hal l "  
D "The Goodbye G l rl "  
D "Julia" 
D "Star Wars" 
D "The Turning Point" 
1 1 . Best achievement In short 
fi lms: Ani mated: 
D ' 'The Bead Game' ' 
D "The Doonesbury Special " 
LJ · •Jimmy the C' • 
D "Sand Castle" 
4. Best performance by an act­
tress In a supporting role: 
D ' 'The Spy Who Loved Me' '  
D "Star Wars" Live Action: 
D Leslie Brown� In ' 'The Turning 
Point" 
D Quinn Cummings In ' 'The 
8. Best Origl nal Song Score or 
riest Adaptation Score: 
D "The Absent-M inded Walter" 
D " Float i ng Free' .. 
D " l ' l l  Find A Way" 
D ' ' Notes on The Poput.; 
D "Spaceborne" 
1 2. Best achievement In 
D "Close Encounters 
Third Kind " 
D ' 'The Deep' '  
·O • 'Sorcerer' ' 
D "Star Wars" 
o '-'The Turning· Point" 
1 3. Best achievement In 
effects: 
D ' 'Close Encounters 
Third Kind" 
D "Star Wars" 
14. Best screenplay wrltt81'1 
ly for the screen, based on 
material or on story mat 
previously publ ished or p 
D "Annie Hal l "  
D "The Goodbye Glrl" 
D "The Late Show" 
D "Star Wars" · 
D "The Turning Point" 
15. Best screenplay, 
material from another medl 
D "Equus" 
D "I Never Promised You A 
Garden " 
0 "Julla" 
D "Oh, God ! "  
D ' 'That Obscure Object 
sire' ' 
--- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - ---- �- - - - --��-�-�-�- - - - - -� - - - �-------- - - - - - - - - -
Win 
Two F ree 
Passes to 
Movie of 
Yo ur Ch o i ce 
F i rst Pr ize · win 
A l bum 
of Your 
Cho i ce 
Seco nd Prize Win 
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Eastern 's track sq uad bo lts past Ind iana State 
lty Kathy Klit111res 
Eastern• s track squad bolted past 
Indiana State 1_01 to 29 Friday and set 
a new freshman and varsity record for 
the mile relay in the process. 
The four man team of John Callou.o, 
Steve Jones, Regie Johnson, and Ed 
Hatch- completed their second out­
�ding performance in two weekS, 
lbllowing last weekend's quaiification 
for the Division I Indoor Championship 
at th� Illini USTFF Oassic, by turning 
in a 3:17.9. clocking. 
the time bettered the old mart set 
last season by Callozzo, Jones, Hatch 
Eastern finishers: 
Exhibition 2 Mlle Run 
2. Bill Nohmer 9:53; 3. Mark Sheeran 9:58; 4. 
Dave Kleemann 1 0:01 .6; 5. Mike Prizy 
10:01 .66; 6. Jeff Wagner 1 0:01 .6; 7. Jase 
Travis 1 0: 1 0  
· 
Shot Put 
2. John Slkich 49· 1 0  
80 Yard .High Hurd ... 
1 .  Robert Johnson 7.3; 2. Augustine Oruwari 
7.3; 5. Mike Rowe 7.8 
Mlle Run 
1 . Casey Reinking 4: 1 2.2; 2.. Bob Feller 4: 1 9.3 
440 Yard Paah 
1 .  Ed Hatch 49. 9; 2. Mark Collns 5 1  :O; 4. John 
Cadigan 5 1 .6 
High .lump 
1 . Mstez Smith �·9; 3. Robert C8rvenka 6·5 
and Benny Phillips. 800 Yard Run 
r-u:- fre h record. of 1 . John C&llozzo 1 : 1 2.5; 2. Steve Jones .-x;iuug a new s man 1 : 1 3.4; 3. Jeff Bauer 1 : 1 4.5 3:23.8, Jeff Bauer, Bob _ Feller, John _ Long ...., 
�- and Mart Collins beat the 1 .  Terry c.penter 22·5 1-4; 3. Mstez Smith 
former record set in 1976 at 3:25.1 .  . �2�0-� Bob Bolton 2 1 -e: .6. Merk 
1'1 was real happy with the relay . io Yard Dnlf 
teams, "  sprint � Tommie Turner 1 1 .  Gerald 8ell 6. 1 ;  s. Terry Capenter 6.4; 6. 
said. "We purposely ran them against Mstez Smltti 6.7 
each other to make them go for their 110 Yard Run 
oal d th did h t th · t -d t 1 .  Regie JoMeon 1 :58.6; 2. Dtwrell Kooy I s an ey w a ey wan e o 1 :68.5; 3. Duncan McHugh 1 :59.1 do." , 1 000 Yard Run 
"They surprised me, "  was head 1 : Joh� Mcinerney 2:_1 4.8; 3. Mike Hatfie
ld 
h N ii. . "Th 
2.1 5.5, 4. Pat Hodge 2 . 1 6.0 coac e Moore's reaction. ey · 
did much better than I had hoped. I Triple Jump 
I d 'th ·h . d 1 . Bob Bolton 46-8 am very p ease wt. t e m oor 300 Yard Daah season and think we have the potential 1 .  Ed Hatch 31 .4; 6. Mark Stockwell 33.9 
for an NCAA Championship. · Pole Vault 
Also showing promise as a future 1 .  Dan Larson 1 5-6; 2 .  Sam Moore 1 5-6 
cbampfon, Gerald Bell qualified for the. �  .. � 9: 1 4. 1 ;  2. Bill Bandy 9: 1 5.9; 
indoor finals with a 6.1 performance in 4. John Dickey 9:22.9; 5. Ken Englert 9:29.6; 
the 60 yard dash. 6. Bii James 9:35.0 
_ . • Mlle Rllley • . "He has consistently.. run 6.2 but · 1. John Caiozzo, s� Jones, Regie Johnson, 
after this meet he is a bonafide Ed Hatch 3: 1 7. 9 (New vnlty record) 
qualifier," Moore said. "I'm very 
pleased with Bell," Turner added. 
"He's been out sick for tWo weeks and 
then be came back and qualified here 
today for the natioruils." · 
Although he was "very impressed" 
with the sprinters, Turner remarked 
that the � ·surprise of the night was 
Callazzo taking- the 600, "  to beat 
record holder Steve Jones who had 
been undefeated at home for the 
indoor season. 
Also �ack in·fun stride was Ed Hatch 
who took the 440 in 49.9, won the 300 
in 31.4 and came back to anchor the 
recor� setting .mile relay team . 
NllD WI SAY 
�tlhlll!-
Sunday 
. - .. ,.. . .....  
Open 
Fl'MhlNln MU• R•r 
1 .  Jeff Bauer, Bob Feller, John cadlgsl, Mawk 
Colina 3:23.8 (New fre8hman record) 
. . 
John Caiozzo hands off to Regie Johnaon during the mile relay Friday night In 
the meet with Indiana State University. The two combined with Steve Jones 
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G uys and gals . . . -
reat ly tu rn it  on. 
with a sm ash i ng ha ircut 
' Wednesd·ay. n ight . . .  1h price . 
R0GIS HAIRSTYLl16'__.. 
( Free R1!freshments Served ) 
CROSS COUNTY MALL-MATTOON 
PH. 2 35-3232 
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ShµttlebirdS fly into second place at  nationa 
by Julie Penne eventually lost in the finals to team- Lori Halverson and Mary La 
Each of Eastern's four singles and mate Carrie Morrison. 
· 
the University of Wisco 
two doubles entries won opening round Kay Met.iger survived .two rounds of Lacrosse 15-3 and 15..2. 
matches to spur the badminton team play before losing to the 'number three The number two seeded t 
on to a second place finish in the seed, Donna Dietrich of Arizona State Rosie Dorame and Onez of 
AIAW National Badminton Cham- 1 1 -6 and 1 1 -7. Metzger won a bye in State overcame the pair of Bro 
pionship this weekend. the first round and then went on to Hussey in third round play 17-1 
The Panthers placed second with 26 defeat 'Nina Pederson of California 1 5-7. Prior to the third round 
points, behind Arizona State who . State at Long Beach 1 1-5 , 8-1 1 and 1 1 - .Brown and Hussey defeated 
dominated with 62 points. Taking third 8. House and Pederson of Califo 
_place was last year's champ, UCLA Kathy Hussey was eliminated in at - Long Beach and Nancy P 
with 23 points. Western Illinois three games -in the third round by Pam and Mo.nique Staples of Step 
finished with 21 to sweep founh and Owen$, the founh seed 5-ll, 11-4 and 1 1 - Austin 1S-7 and 15-2. · 
Illinois State totalled 1 7  for fifth. 4. Hussey won over Theresa McCarty Head Coach Bob Hussey w 
After winning first round matches, of San Diego State 1 1�1 , 1 1- 1 2  and 1 1-9 tremely happy with the second 
the Panthers advanced to the cham- in the first round and took the second fimsh and said, "The team play 
pionship bracket, where victories were round match by trouncing Western's well and I am very happy wi 
worth two points apiece. Each of the Jean Rezny fl- 1 and 1 1 -3. finish. Our losses came at the 
singles entries were eliminated by one Dawn Brown won her first two very good players who just out 
of the top four seeded players ip the matches to set up a showdown with the us. '• 
tournament. Twq of those four meet's number one .seed, ArizQna 
matches went to three games and could State's Carrie Morrison. Although she Departmental Clubs, 
have gone either way. ' lost to the eventual champ, 12-1 1 and 
Mary Stupak, Illinois singles bad· 
minton champion, made the quar· 
terfinals of -this weekend's national 
tournament to lead Eastern to a 
second place finish. Teammate Kay 
Metzger also placed high in the meet . 
(News photo 'by Scott Bolin) 
The Panther's number one seed, ll'- 1 ,  Brown's total of twelve points 
Mary Stupek, received a first .round were the most scored against Morrison 
bye .then went on to defeat Mary in any match during the t_ourmunent. 
Lawson of Lacrosse 1 2-9, 1 1-3 and In doubles, Stupek was eliminated 
. Judy Vilchuck of Western 1 1-6 and 1 1- by Dietrich and McCarty of San Diego 
2 to reach the quarterfinals. Stupek fell State, the number four seeded· duo, 1 S­
in the quaners to Arizona State's 7 and 15-1 1 .  The team received a bye in 
Monica Ortez 5-1 1 ,  1 1-2, 1 1 -6. Ortez the first round and then went on to 
was the meet's number two seed and · take the second round match from 
. . 
Women cagers lose tourney bid 
' 
by Bob Naaenbeny The Panthers "played well" but just spots, I feel we are the fifth best team 
Eastem's women's basketball team couldn't get its shots . to 'fall, and in the state, "  Fischer said. 
ca�e away with a split in two contests consequently saw the game and tour- The tournament saw 13 teams 
at Illinois State in tht: state tournament nament hopes sl�p away. · competing for the top spot, which was 
. when it was knocked out of contention Fischer said, "What really huq us, won by Illinois State for the seventh 
by Southern Illinois-Carbondale Th- was the fact that the officiais called a consecutive time . . 
ursday. real tight game. We got in early foul "I feel we could have beaten 
The women Panthers, who finished trouble and we had to pky it safe the Southern if we had pressed them with 
the season at a 1 1-12 slate, defeated rest of the game. We couldn't be as a man-to-man full court defense 
Chicago State in its opening round of af,gresshe as we wanted to. "  without getting . in foul trouble,' '  
play 69-35. · ''We started out in a man-to-man Fischer said. 
In second round play the cagers but · then we had to switch to a 1-3-1 
dropped a 91-64 decision to the zone because of the fouls. ' '  
Saluk.is--who finished second in the "When we were in the 1-3-1 zone, 
state. Southern shot 57 percent as a team. 
The women cagers had no trouble in They were hot and w� couldn't do 
dealing with Chicago State as . it much about it, "  Fischer said. 
She added, •_•we were mentally and 
physically ready to play but we had 
some cold shooting." 
The Panthers shot 39 1 percent 
against the Salukis and 45 percent 
against Chicago State. coasted to au easy victory. Fischer added, "I feer we handled 
Head Coach Melinda Fischer s�d, the pressure much better this year Huber lead the women cagers in 
"We wore Chicago State down with · than last year (when the Panthers scoring with 14 points and Lisa 
our fast break. We must of scored a placed sixth in state) . We were much Williams was close behind with 13 .  
good 20 points on it." more poised and positive on the court Niemeyer and Cryder followed with 
The Panthers, after leading halftime this year." nine points each. 
32-23 , held the Cougars to a mere 12 Although the state toumament ·dis- "Sally· (Niemeyer) played perhaps 
points in the second -half. continued tournament playoff spots for the best defense in the two games. 
••I think we had some •first game third-sixth places, the Women cagers Marche (Harris) was also very aggres-
jitters '' in the first half, because we did finish in the top eight. sive on defense. She gave a great two 
really·played a goOd second half. We "Looking at the third through eight games, " Fischer said; 
were consistent and we were making ·��!!!!!!. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!��� good passes, ' '  Fischer said. 
The Panther squad was really no For the Latest in . 
match for the Cougars of Chicago Hai S• ,.__ State. The Panthers controlled the r "Y�••• 
contest from the start of the game. e've recently returned 
Jody Furry, Lois Cryder and Sally frc;>m the Midwest 
Niemeyer each scored a dozen points Beauty Show 
while Marche Harris netted nine and in Chicago so that we 
Jo Huber dumped in eight. may serve you better! 
••1 felt •Bo' (Lois Cryder) played a 
fme game. She had very good ball 
movement, " Fischer said. 
Cryder also pulled d�wn seven 
rebounds, as did Furry. 
Eastern , playing its second game of 
the day, dropped Ii heartbreak.er to the 
Salukis of Southern Illinois-Carbon­
dale �\ttsd,ay. 
Hair Affair 
345-57 1 2  
1 409 ',�E'! Street across ��m Walker Shoppin«i Centt."r 
Do you have an activity or 
event comin.I 
If so, kt .us kno w  at 
the Eastern Ni 
. :•·· . 
:·:·:·--




Cars . . .  
Custom Pipe 
Bend ing Avai lable 
4 Way 
Muff l er 
Center 
1 1  fh & Madison 
Char leston 
341 •94 1 1 
tld: Mala att 
& board. 
eglc up & 
nd · avanl 
II 345-4857 
tt R-36 stereo r 
per channel. 
. Call 345-9839. A 
1 50. 
ear sx-aso, es 
. Pair Blc Formu' 
, both 2 months 
under dash 
pertunar, 8 mo 
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. March 6, 1978 laater• New• 1 1  
Classified Ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1 -
28 1 2. A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless 
notified, we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. 
Help Wanted 
1ted: Male attendant to live In.  
room & board. Also to help get 
,paleglc up & take him to school 
1land • evenings. Full-time 
'" Call 345-4857. 
-· :10 
For Rent 
llage Apts. (formerly Brittany 
and Lincolnwood Apts.) now 
g for summer and fall semester. 
For Sale 
---... "'!: • • 
1 969 Plymouth Fury Ill. Good 
condition. Asking $350. Ph 581 -
5789. 
___________ 1 0  
Sony PS·T3 automatic turntable. 
Call 345-301 2, ask for George. 
. 08 
Smith-Corona electric typewriter. 
Efite type. Excellent Condition. $75, 
call 345· 7293. 
---�--�----1 0  
Classical Guitar. Good Condition, 
Excellent sound. $50, caH 345· 
7293. 
Announcements 
$36.00 per hundred stuffing en­
velopes already stamped and ad­
dreaaed. Free supplies, send Mlf 
addreaaed stamped envelope to: 
ROEL, 5005 Old Midlothian Pike, 
· Suite 84, Richmond, Virginia 23324. 
SUMMER JQBS-Leadershlp 
training at Quantico Va. Free trans­
portation, free room and board, free 
books and be paid over $700 for six 
week1. See the Marine Officer Selec­




Semiramis, Hesperus, Enchantress, 
Rara-avis, Rani, Why am I so lucky? .. - oe 
J.J'. you AMERICAN fox, beware of 
bikini fallout, double knot the strings! 
The Wild and Crazy Guys in Botany 
4990. 
, ·  08 
Gimp-of-my-ilfe, thanks for a 
wonderful slx. Aknost yours. 
���------�----'·08 
H a p p y  A n n i v e r s a r y  
"Kamikazee"Line. Love always 
___________ 1 0  Experienced typist w11 type for you, 
09 . One AM-FM Radio for car with two fast Sld efficient. 345\ 7755. 
Info. and leasing call 345-2520 or 
VIiiage Apt. office or Apt 11 221 9 
St. Ask for Mr. Reynolds. 
Anitra, Kappa Sweetheart Candidate 
of "78" 
• speakers-$40, and 1 9" Color lV- · •: mwf 
For tlummer-2 bedroom, furnlafled $1 50. Call 345·4 1 0.7. 
, oe 
Couples Coff'munlcation and 
Marriage Preparation Woikshop. 
Christian Campus House. March 1 7� 
1 8. 345-6990. 
ouse, close to campus. 345-9648 
NCY APARTMENTS now 
for SUMMER and FALL. 
345· 
...... --'--�--�00 
lbnished two bedroom apts. near 
us. Summer & fall. 345-2777. 
.. --�-------00 
MMER-2 bedroom furnished 
Air conditioned, water and trash 
id. Call 345-9749. 
... .._--�-�-�oo 
Rent: Nice 2 bedroom fur· 
home with car pert. Big yard. 
in person at Gates,Preston 
ne, 71 8 Monroe, and ask for 
..,....-�---.��..,_�_07 
Wanted 
Male student seeking Inexpensive 
housing near campus for next fall .  
Call Tom at 581-2812. 
Announcements 
Any and all typing, call Vicki 348-
8022 or Evelyn 345·6831 . 
. 00 -nuv-your carry out beer, iQUOr a 
wine at Bob's Package. Everyday low 
prices. 
21 .. j • 
' . I l)O ---- -1or--1,-sm-alt-.-. _ho_u_s-:e-· -"ffnr"""":-' . ·. )?aza - Oven, 345-2224. Fast 
1pus. $62.50 plus. 345-7578, · detfvery-take out. 
09 --....--·oo 
Near , Typing, ,Term papers, business 
letters, theses, dissertations. Mrs. 
-------..,..---· 00 f!nley. 345�3. . 
roommate wanted . . Own · · 
·oom , $60 monthly. Call 345- Pregnant? Talk to us. We care. 
2. 
· 
Birthright. 348-855 1 .  Weekdays 3 
A ·�,. __ oo . . till 8. " your own bedroom. 1 male 00 
led till summer. 4 bedroom, 2-
house. 345-37 1 4. . 00 
For Sale 
'72 TO!'or.ado-450. "Wrecked" en­
csr or parts. New 4 BBL carb, 
. . . " Powerful engine" call 
• 345-9194. 
- UT 
llx 1prlng gowns, worn only once! 
7. 58 1 -5 1 39 .  
llhtatlon wagon, new transmlaalon 
starter, it runs, $200, got to sell. 
1 345-7709. 
07 ���'."""":"-=--:::: ::-� .. �.�peed;;; ' 
1tt R-36 stereo receiver. 3Q watts 
IMS per channel. Excellent con­
Ion. Call 345-9639. Asking between 
25-$150. 
Attention students and faculty_: 
Jim's Carpet Cleaning does quality 
work at the lowest prices around. Call 
Jim for all your carpet and upholstery 
cleaning. Ph 345-7234. 
�---..---------�·10 
DOONESBURY 
Pin °'1lhm iage . 1 51 4  1 Olh St 
WldMt Vlriety' lowest prieea. 
I mwf 
j Make Gateway Uquoq 'fOAJlf party 
cent.-bga ....,.. at al tlme&­
faat. court� . .... .,ice--doee to 
c.npua. ---------�----�· ...., 
PUBLIC NOTICE: Want to get 
Involved? Vacancies on student courts 
open to interested students.. For more 
Information call 5522. 
-------------�'09 
SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRING! 
Camp Director needed for 4-H C8mp 
In Ogle County. Also need people ·in 
recreation, crafts, nature, and water­
front. Ideal way to spend the summer. 
Good salaries plus board and room. 
Write or call for appl ication blank: 
------:--:--�--:-· .1 0 
Best 
Love, 
Happy Anniversary and 
Wishes K.S. KAMIKAZEE 
Sweetheart Candidate, Lori 
. · · · ·08 
Many thanks ·to everyone who made 
.my 1 9th one of the best. Special 
thanks to Rookie for her Ingenuity 
concerning the promotion · of my 
cultural enrichment! As always, Chris . .  . . oe 
Most stere0s repaired at Kenny's 
Record Shop. Reasonable rate$. 
345-74 1 4. 
-��-�--------�1 7  
Lost and Found 
LOST: Gold Bar Bracelet between 
AAE and Old Main on March 2. If 
Laura G., You can be as weird as found call 348-8429. 
Mrs. Clyden, Rte. 11 � Box 198, 
Manteno, IL 60950. (615) 933-301 1 .  
-----.---------------'06 
you want today. Happy 1 9th. See • 07 
you at Marty's after Health. Rojo LOST: Turquoise-Coral Necklace. 
. . 
• �. -.,.ee Pie!!S8 return-my lucky. charm. 
Mr. Caputo, HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Brenda 581 -3006. 
Love Misses Harris and Roginski 
-���-��,---�-�06 
Need 80me new c!Othes for Sprinii 
Break? Got your Greek Sing dresses 
sewn yet? Cali Kathy, 345·4324; 
just off campus. 
�-����---��1 3 
SybU Goldberg: Happy Half· 
Birthday from House of Zack 
' I • 
.'oe 
/JlilL, )5, 1$ 6Qf 
A fRJ/iNO NMEl) 
80. HE's MY FOR­
MEK. N£ME:SIS IN 
7He U.S. C4VAt.RY. 
I 
, •. " 09 
Neck Scarf, gray and white, wa$ 
found in Old Main. 581 -3300. 
-=---�-�-----1 0 
Bummed! Whoever took my 
backpack from my V.W. at Ted's ·ot 
Roe's Thursday, or might have found 
it, PLEASE CALL John 345·4452. I 
















.,_ __________________ _.oe 
- Vega, silver w/vlnyl top, auto­
, 43,000 mll81. Call Steve, 
,77_ 
1HIS IS /llJl.AN) /EDI.El. 7fDllY 
� Nf!iUYEN VAN PHR@ 
/J,flS INSTAU£I) A!; 7}E IEIAJ Vlt:!NA-







.:tloneer SX-850, 65 watt receiver, 
'380. Pair Blc Formula 4 speakers, 
'280, both 2 months old. Pioneer li{P-500 under duh cassette with 
l!Mleupertuner, 8 months old, $125. 
Call Phll, 948-5468. 
9"'-----------07 
.,.. ;1 
4 � 8MJY 1J 71E U.N.I A8C "'4S 
; 1IER6 WITH 7HE 70Ul!iH QllESTION5 •. 
; ��  
$ 
� � 
Lost and Found 
i..OST: Brown waUet. All ID's. Call 
581 ·351 1 or 345-5267. Joy. 
-�-�------�1 0  
LOST: Black eye glasses betNeen 
Old Main and Blair HaH. 345-5083. . 
1 0  
Found: 1973 gold Casey claaa ring. 
lnlt. BR. Cal l 345-9194. 
.... ��------------�--�·01 
Found: Car key by Taylor Hall. Call 
581 -281 2 to Identify. 
-.--------------------�00 
This could have been · yeur 
classified ad. To find out how, call 
Marty at 581 ·281 2. 
When�u've 
lookeCJ high 
and low. . .  
. . .it's time to shop through 
the Eastern News! You'll find 
sel ections that wil l  f lt every 
spending mood! 
Eastern News 
{JEl.L, I . 
QJCE POSCO IKJ,NO, SIE 
IAITH /ER.IN fJIOUUJN7, 
A Cfllf1liR. • PHRE.D! 'tVtl rM SIF£ GUTTA l/D:. 
SHE's RR- IER. llP! 
GOTTEN.. I I 
U/t•tNO •• 
� ©�Jn 
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Wrestlers nab th i rd .at nat ionals 
by Bnd Pattenoa . 
CEDAR FALLS, "1wa-Led! :bJ' . 
Ralph McCausland's national champ-. 
ionship at 142 pounds, the Eastern 
wrestlers made an impressive showing 
at the Division D nationals,,managing 
a third place finish. 
The Panthers totaled 68 points, well 
back of host Northern Iowa, whose 122 
points won the· event over runner-up 
California State-Bakersfield, which fi­
nished with 109 points. 
"I was pleased with our overall 
performance," "coach Ron Clinton, 
said. "Anytime you finish third out of 
about 80 teams, you are doing pretty 
well." 
Ralph McCausland emerged from 
the competition with a national 
·championship, and his second straight National champion Ralph M.cCausland (on top) rides out 
All-American honor. Southern IHlnois-EdwardsviUe's Dru Meshes In their 1 42-
1 0-5 win to grab the crown much to the 
Southem's coaeh LSrry Kristoff 
photo by Rudy Ruettlger) Also gaining All-American honors, pound title bout at the Division II national charrlPionships 
which go to any wrestler who finishes Saturday at Cedar Falls, la. McCausland came up with a 
sixth or higher, were Robin Ayres at place at 190 pounds, winning his first senior, I really was glad that Kenny defeated in the next rol:and. 
190 pounds, Ken Lewis at 167 pounds three matches before falling 21-10 to did as well as he did. " At 158 powi&, freshmm 
and Bob McGuinn at 134 pounds. · Curt Meyers of Northern Iowa in the �em's final,All-American for this lostin the first roWld 74 in a 
' 'Winning an AU-American award is finals. season was 134 pound wrestler Bob Bob Stout, an All-really a big thing, "  Clinton said, Ayres defeated Mike Neal 5-3, McGuinn. McGuinn, a freshman from season, came within one himself a three-time All-American at coming up with a takedown in the last Engleside (Grant), garnered All- · th f; s OL1ah Stat · th 1 60s "and th · h 
· 
th Amen"can honors m· ht"s first national 
repeating at eat. tout &.1 oma e m  e ear Y , 10 seconds of e mate to gam e two matches, pinning his all of those guys earned it." win, then came from behind to beat tournament, by finishfng sixth. l:39 in the opener, and McCausland, who fuiished sixth last Ray Baker of Florida Tech in the McGuinn won his first match and his decision in the second. year, was seeded number three in the semi-finals. Ayres trailed 7-0 after the third · contest by pinning his oppo- Stout lost to· SIU-E's M event but waded through the field to first period, but rallied to win 13-7. nents, won his second match by a 9-7 dorf in the quarter-finals, win the 142 pound division. "Robin wrestled well, "  Clinton said. score, and then was pinned by the first wrestleback 14-4 before McCausland pinned Terry Lennox of "He was a little disappointed that he ' eventual champion in the semis. in th n xt r und Northeast Missouri at 4:29 in the first didn't win the whole thing, but I felt he "Bob just did a super job: He has He:V:Wei;ht �ve Klemm round, then came right back to trounce did very well." three more years ahead of htm, and I d f; d h" ti al h Mark Salge of Central Connecticut Lewis grabbed a fourth place finish loot for great things from him in future 1 he en 11:stna 0 c am 13-0 in the quarter-finals. at 167 pounds. · Lewis, who had " a· t · d e won year years.
. 
tn on sat .:. . I Klemm won ibis McCausland squeaked by Scott wrestled at 177 pounds the entire Beside� the . four · All-Amencan disqualifications fer his op Madigan of Mankato State 5-4 in the season, dropped down a class and won award wmners, the Panthers made l all d f; tall' Klemm semis, and then defeated Southern three consecutive matches before he quite representative showings in other � e . or 5 �t1 d f Fl Illinois University-Edwardsville's Dru was pinned by Ron Parlet of August- classes · Y a  pm over 0 
. · · . · in the ·second round, before. Meshes in the final match 10-5. It was ana (South Dakota) College in the Gil Duran won hts first match ·at 126 13 9 d . . t J Wi the fourth time this season McCaus- semi-final enc0unter. pounds, then lost 15-10, and was ·N 
·
b :ctsc::ah 0 oe land had wrestled Meshes, and fourth tewis won his first match in the defeated in the wrestleback competition. eKlras a- ft a. . nin• time the Eastern performer has won. wrestlebacks, then was defeated by B Hintze finished with a 1-1 emm, a er �-
"Ralph got just what he deserved, "  Western Illinois' Ron Casitzegger 5-3 reco�or the tournament, winning his wrestleback, was p�ed by 
Ointon said about the junior from for third place. first match, then dropping a close 6-5 son of Mankato State 10 the 111 
Wheaton. '' 'He worked so hard all · ''I wasn 't surprised that Kenny did · de�ision in the secontl round. Hintze "We did awfully well 
season that he .really deserved to win." .that well, "  Clinton said. "Kenny had did not wrestle in the consolation tournament, "  Ointon said, 
Eastern's Robin Ayres took second · a real good tournament. Being a bracket because his opponent was will be back next year." 
'Cindere.lla ' IS U-E soars to 8 6-.78 victory 
by Brad Patterson 
The cinderella team of the Great 
Lakes Regional, the Indiana State 
U niversity-Evansville. Screaming 
Eagles, upset the tournament's No. 1 
seed Northern Kentucky 86-78 Sunday 
night. 
The Eagles will face Eastern at 9 
p.ni. Monday for the championship. 
ISU-E came into the tournament 
s�eded fourth, but showed no in­
dication that this was the first post­
season action in the history of the 
school. 
"No doubt about it-this was the 
biggt:st w·in in the history of our 
program," an excited coach Wayne 
Boultin.shouse said after the contest. 
The Eagles were sparked by junior 
guard Brad Bolling, a walk-on who 
came off the bench to score 13 points 
and generate the second half offense. 
"Bolling really gave us a shot in the 
arm," Boultinghouse said. "He has 
played very well in the last part of.the 
season, and he ignited us tonight. "  
The Eagles, whose program has been 
in existance for only nine years, trailed 
through much of the first half, but 
came on .late to take a 42-39 halftime 
lead. 
. In the second half, ISU-E quickly 
built up a IO·point lead, Boling scoring 
twice off fast breaks, then feeding off 
to Randy Curl on the end of another 
br.eak to give ISU-E a 72-S7 lead with 
only 6:SS remaining. 
The Norsemen were not about to 
give up, however, and put on a furious 
full-court press to · pull within 82-76 
with 1 :49 left. 
Jim Schmidt hit two clutch free 
throws with S I  seconds left to give the 
Eagles an 84-76 lead, and the ISU-E 
fans began the celebration. . 
Bolling's two charity tosses with :24 
remaining finished the scoring, arid the 
Eagles had raised their season record to 
1 9-8. 
Northern Kentucky dropped to 20-7 
with the loss� and will battle 
St. Joseph's College in the third place 
game Monday at 7 p.m. 
Losing coach Mote Hils said his . . . 
club's poor play as of late 
the ballgame . 
"We have played poorly for 
four games, and it finally 
with us,"Hils said 
Ken Mask lead ISU-E in 
18 points, followed by Co 
who tallied IS.  Bolling put in I 
and Curl was the fourth 
double digits with IO points. 
Game scoring honors 
Northern Kentucky's Dan 
who scored a majority of his 
from the perimeter. 
"If we play like we did to · 
final game, it is going to ta 
team to beat us," Boultingh 
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BUILDING AND ROOM ABBREVIATIONS 
• APPLIED AR TS AND EDUCA TION 
• BOWLING, ALLEY, UNION 
• BALCONY, LANTZ 
• BASKETBALL GYM 
• BLAIR HALL 
• BUZZARD EDUCATION BUILDING 
LFH . 
LG • 
LR • •  
LS . •  
LANTZ FIELD HOUSE 
LOWER GYM, MCAFEE 
LOCKER ROOM, MCAFEE 
LIFE SCIENCE B UlLDING 
LANTZ WRESTLING ROQM 
OLD MAIN 
MCAFEE GYMNASIUM 
FALL SF.M&<;TER 1 '178 
Early Graduate Registration • • • 
Central R egletratlon, • • , • 
Claueo B egin • • • • • •  , • • • •  , • 
, Auguat Z6 
• i.uguat 28, ?Q 
• Auj!uet 30 
• ,r;epte?1'ber 4 • BUZZARD EDUCATION BUILDING, 
NORTH GYM 







PO , . 
NORTH GYM, MCAFEE 
PEMBER TON HALL BASEMENT 
roar.., LANTZ 
Labor Day Ob•enranc e--No Clauea • • • •  , • , • , , 
Laat Day ta- Submit A dd, Pan -Fail or Audit R equeot, 
La•t Day !or Partial .R e!und upon Withdrawal !rom 
• ,r;eptel'f'ber S 
Un\veralty • • •  , • • •  , • • • • • • • • • • •  , • September 8 
• COURTS R A . , RANGE La•t Day, to Apply !or Graduation. • • • • • • • • • • C:epte?J'ber 8 
• CORRECTIVE GYM, LANTZ 
• COLEMAN Wtl.L 
REH AREA 
RES LB 
REHEARSAL AREA, FINE ARTS 
RESEARCH LAB 
La•t Day !or Conree Withdrawal Without Grade • • • • •  Septel'f'ber 8 (S p. "'· l 
Begin Automatic W upon Courae Withdrawal • • • • • •  !C;eptetT>ber q 
, CLINICAL SERVICES BUILDING 
• DVORAK CONCERT HALL 
• DANCE STUDIO, MCAFEE 
. FIELDS 
s . . .  PHYSI CAL SCIENCE BUILDING 
SOUTH GYM, MCAFEE 
SPORTSMAN'S CLUB 
STUDENT SERVICES B UILDING 
STADIUM 
Mid-Term. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  , , Cli:tober ZO 
lA•t Day !or Automatic W npon Courae Withdrawal • •  November 6 (S p. "'· l 
Begin W or WF upon eo·urae Withdrawal • • • • •  , , • November 1 
Thank•givlng ReceH. • • • • • • • • , • • , , • • • •  November ZZ thru Z6 
Laat Day to Withdraw !rom Couraea or University • , December 7 . FINE ARTS BUILDING 
, FINE ARTS, MUSIC 
• FINE ARTS, THEATRE ARTS 
• FITNESS GYM, LANTZ 
SG • •  








STEVENSON TOWER CONF, ROOM 
MUSIC, THEATRE WING, FT.NE ARTS 
TC LAKE 
Final Examination• • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ; • • • •  Decen>ber 18 thru ZZ 
Semeater Cloaea • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Tlecember 23 
• • FIELD HOUSE 
• GOLF COURSE 
THEATRE, FINE ARTS CENTER 
TRACK 
• GYMNASTICS GYM, LANTZ TR RM • 
• GREEN ROOM, FINE ARTS 
• INDOOR ARCHERY RANGE, MCAFEE 
WG • • •  
WLR, , 
VAR LOU • • LIBRARY 
• LANTZ BUILDING 
GRADUA TE COURSES 
TRAINING ROOM 
WRES TLINC GYM, LANTZ 
WEST LOCKER ROOM 
VARSITY I..;QUNGE 
DURING THE FINAL SEMESTER OF RESIDENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE 
WORK, OR THE PENULTIMATE SEMESTER OF RESIDENCE (IF THE FINAL 
SEMESTER IS TO BE SPENT IN STUDENT TEACHING OR INTERNSHIP), A 
SENIOR MAY TAKE GRADUATE COURSES NUMBERED BELOW SSOO WITH 
CREDIT WHICH REPRESENTS THE DIFFERENCE B ETWEEN THAT REQUIRED 
TO COMPLETE THE UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE AND THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED 
A GRADUATE STUDENT IN THAT TERM. THE SENIOR WHO DESIRES TO TAKE 
SUCH GRADUATE COURSES IN THE SENIOR YEAR MUST HAVE A CUMULATIVE 
GPA OF AT LEAST z. 75 AND HAVE THE PERMISSION OF THE INSTRUC TOR 
AND THE DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH. 
CANCELLATION OF SMALL CLASSES 
SEC TIONS OF COURSES NUMBERED 1 000- 2999 ENROLLING LESS THAN 
1 0  STUDENTS WILL BE CANCELLED, COURSES NUMBERED 3000-4999 
ENROLLING LESS THAN 10 STUDENTS WHICH ARE OFFERED MORE THAN 
ONCE DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR WILL BE CANCELLED. COURSES 
NUMBERED 3000-4999 ENROLLIN:G LESS THAN SIX STUDENTS MAY BE 
CANCELLED REGARDLESS OF THE NT,JMBER OF TIMES OFFERED DURING THE 
YEAR. 
FINANCIAL AIDS 
Applicationa !or both the Illinoio State Scholarship CommiHion Monetary 
Grant (!or all lllinoia undergraduateo) and the Baoic Educational Opportunity Grant 
Pro1ram (!o r all undergraduates) are available in the O!fice o! Financ ial Aldo, 
Room 12-B, Student Servicea Building. B..-ochureo desc ribing the Student Health 
and Accident Policy are available in Room 8-B, Student Services Building. 
•  
INFORMATION 
!or Fall Semeat�r 1 978 
SCHEDULE CHANGES 
Make Adda and Drop• !or Fall claaaea In the Union Ballroom from Q:OO a. "'· 
until ·z:oo p.m. on August 30, 31,  Septen>ber 1 ,  and s. 
· 
PASS/FAIL GRADING STATUS 
Pan/Fail Carda will be available outside the Registration 0!!\ce belrtnnln1t 
Monday, Auguat 28 and ending Wednesday, Septemb er 6. The cardii l'f'uat be con>pleted 
and put into the slotted box outside the Registration Operattona ll oon>· (eouth b11>•e-
· 
ment McA!ee) by 4:30 p. rn , , Wedneaday, September 6. 
AUDIT GRADING· STATUS 
Obtafu an Audit Card In the Regiatratlon Operation a JI oom, COIT'plete It i.Nn 
have it signed by the f,;etru�tor o! the cla•li. Retu.:n the Audit Card to the R egia ­
tratlon Ol!lce no later than 4,30 p. m. , Wedne•day, Septen>ber 6. 
REFUNDS 
The laot day to cancel Fall clauea and receive a !ull re!und la Friday i.up,;at· ZS, 3:00 p. m. The la et day !or a partial re!und ii Friday, Septel'f'ber 8; a partial 
re!und la all !eee and tuition paid except lnaurance. The raat day for a soot. re!und 
l o  Tuesday, September 1 9, 3:00 p. m. : SO'Yn o! all !eea. and tuition pald- -except for 
in11urance-·wlll be refunded. 
OVERLOAD FEES 
You will be aoa&aoed FOR EACH HOUR OVER 17 SEMESTER l'fCIUR� re,.,,alnlnf: 
on your Fall claaa echedule alter Friday, September 8. 
ALL STUDENTS 
Be aure your name appears on the · o!ficial tenth-day claa li  roater !or any clau you attend. l! your name doeo not appear on the tenth-day claaa ro•ter, contact the Registration Office lMMEDIA TELY, 
OFFICIAL NOTICES 
WATCH THE "OFFICIAL NOTICES" IN THE EASTERN NF.WI': F0R JW00R Tl•,IT 
INFORMATION THROUGHOUT THE TERM. 
REGISTRA TION OFFICE 
The R egistration O!!\ce lo located in the aouth basement o! McA!ee. t">ffice h oura 
are 8:30 a . m. to 12:00 noon and 1 :00 p. m. to 4:30 p. m. 
· 
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PAIN  OF ACC I I  
I ND  INC JAX MANAGER I AL A CCTG 
002 STAFF 10 00-I OSOMwF BHl03 03 003 STAFF 1 200-12SONWF BH I0.1 03 oo• MURAY .IACK lSOO-lSSO MWF BH 103 0.1 005 STAFF 09.10- 1 0.STR BHI0.1 03 006 SEDKI SABAH S l l 00-121STR BHI03 03 007 SEDKI SABAH S 1 230-1.l•STR BHIO.J 03 
008 St::DK I SABAH S l •OO- I S I STA BHI0.1 0.1 001 STAFF 09U0-0950 NllF BHI0.1 0.1 002 GUELDNEA GARY L 1 1 00-l l50 NllF 8H 1 08 03 003 BALLSAUD WESLEY E 1300-1350 NWF BH l03 0.1 oo• STAFF 0800-091STA BHI0.1 0.1 001 STAFF l l OO-l l 50TA 8HIOB 02 00 1 TA TI KONDA LAKSHMI U l l OO-l l 50MWF BHI03 03 002 NOTLEY .IANES 0 l•00-1 •50 NWF BH 1 03 03 003 SEDKI SABAH S 1530-16•STA BHI 0.1 03 ;c 30•1 FIN ACC REP TH I - 001  GUELONEA GARY L .  OBOO-OB50NWF BH205 0.1 
cc .JOSI 
cc .l600 
.cc 3701 ,cc •OSO 
.cc .cc 
.cc 
.cc .cc �cc 
•600 •6 10  •7•0 •dOO 
•8so •9SO 
FIN  AC REP TM I I  
INF SYS 5 C AC I 
60VEANNENTAL ACC ADV ACC 5 CONSOL 
INF SY 5 C AC I I  FED INC TAX fNO STUDY PROFI T  PL AN/CONT AUDI TING INTEANSHI P/ACC 
002 GUELONER GARY L I 000-1050NllF BH20S 03 003 llALL$AUO WESLEY E l•Oo-1•50 NllF BH206 .0.1 oo• BALLSAUD WESLEY E 1600- 1 7 1 5Mw BH206 03 001 NOTLEY .IAMES 0 1 1 00-l l SOM•F BH206 03 
002 MOTLEY .IANES 0 1300- 1350NllF BH206 03 
00 1 ROOKE .IEAONE .I 0900-0950 NWF BH205 03 
002 TA TI KONOA LAKSHMI U 1 200-12SOMWF BH206 03 003 ROOK� .IEAONE .I 1300-1.lSOMWF ltH20S • 03 00 1 GUELONER GARY L 1300-1350TA BH206 02 00 1 HOFFMAN AR THUR C 1600- 1 7 1 SNW BH I08 03 002 MOTLEY .IANES 0 1 000- IOSOMWF BH206 03 
001 ROOKE .IERONE .I l•00-1•50NWF BH20S 03 001 BALLSRUO WESLEY E I000- 1050 NWF BHIOB 03 001 STAFF ARR NTWAF ARA 03 
001 ROOKE .IERONE .I 1 1 00-1 150MllF BH20S 0.1 00 1 HOFFMAN ARTHUR C 0900-0950NTllll BHIOB O• 001 TA TI KONOA RAO .I AAA NTWAF ARR 03 002 TA TI KONDA RAO .I ARA · MTWAF AAA 06 003 TAT IKONOA RAO .I ARA . NTllAF AAA 09 oo• TAT I KDNOA RAO .I ARA -T•AF AAA 12 
A F R 0 - A M E R I C A N 5 T U D l E S C COURSE DE5CRIPTION SECT. I NSTRUCTOR MEETING T INE BLOG/ROON R. 
�;;-;m--;; o-�-,;e�------��-;-:;o;;NETT;----0930-1 o•s n;----Q;337 ___ oi° 
A N T H R O P O L O G Y  COURSE DESCRIPTION SECT• IHSTRUCTOA c BLOG/ROON R. 
�����-���---�--�-
MEETING TIME 
09.10-I 0•5TA ANT Jl730 
ANT 3602 ANT 3606 ANT .1680 ANT 3691 
I NTAO' ANTHllO 
PEoPL/CIA./SO/AN NAGIC/AELIGl-ON Ate:I ENT MIDWEST NO AN INDIANS 
00 1 SWARTZBAUGH R ICHARD 
002 MAGAL I $  .IOANNE E 003 MAGAL I S  .IOANNE E OO• SWARTZBAUGH R ICHARD 005 SWARTZBAUGH A JCHAAO 001 SWARTZBAUGH RI CHARD 001 SWARTZBAUGH R ICHARD 001 MAGAL I S  .IOANNE E 
001 MAGALIS .IOANNE E 
I 000-1 OSO NWF 1200-1 250IOWF 1230- 1 .l•STA 
1530- 164STR 1 1 00-l ISO MWF 
AAA MTWAF 0900-09SONWF 1300- 1350MWF 
CH.l•O CH.137 CH337 CH3•0 
CH_,.O CH.140 ARR CH.137 CH337 
03 03 03 03 03 03 03 
03 03 
A R  r C COURSE DESCRIPTION SECTo INSTRUCTOR MEET ING TINE BLD�ADOM Re 
�;y-&oo'O�D;;�;1����-
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ART 1 1 10, 
ART 1650 
ART 2000 ART 20 1 1  ART 2050 
ART 2 100 
ART 2250 
DESIGN 
THAY 5 FUND/ART 
DRAWING i i  ART OR IENTATION PAINT ING I 
SCULPTURE I 
CERAM ICS I 
ART 2300 " AFRO AMER AR T 





ART 2653 AAJ 27 00 
ART 2800 
ART 2900 
ART ART ART ART ART 
ART ART ART ART ART 
3000 30 1 1  3051 30S2 30llO 
3 1 1 1  3 1 1 2 32SI 3252 
.1• 10  
ART ED/ELEM 
ART TEACH ELEM 
PRINTMAKING 
ART HIST l 
UNDERSTAND ART 
ART 'PASJ CULTURE 
20TH CENT ART 
INT .IL Y SLVRSMJH 
LETTER ING 
DRAWING I l l  EXHIBITION TECH PAI NT I NG I I  PAINT I NG  I l l  WATERCOLOR 
SCU..PTUAE 1 1  SCIA.PTUAE 1 1 1  
CERAMICS 1 1  CERA N I C S  1 1 1  ART ED SEC sc�s 
002 WILEN CAAL 1 200-1 .l•ONTWF BEBI03 O• 003 BRAUN KAREN .1 l•OO- l540NTWF FAA2 12 O• 001 EMMERICH CARL E 0800-09•0MTWF FAA218 O• 
002 ENNEA ICH CARL E 1200-l3•0NT•F FAA2 1 1  O• 00 1 SORGE WALTER l •OO-I S•OMW� FAA2 1 1  0.1 002 STAFF OB00-09•0 NWF FAA2 1 2  03 003 WATKINS 8EN p 1•00- 1 s•ONwF FAA212 03 oo• SHULL CARL E 1000- 1 1 •0NwF FAA21 1 03 005 BRAUN KAREN .1 1200- 1 .l•O NWF FAA212 03 006 SORGE WAI.TEA 1600- 1 7•0NWA FAA211 03 007 STAPP RAY V 1 200-1 3•0 NWF FAA.102 03 001 WI LEN CAAL l•00-15•0 MllF 8E BI0.1 0.1 00 1 STAFF l •OO- USOA L I B  LEC 01  OOJ  SHULL CAAL E Olt00-0940 N•F FAA.100 03 002 WILEN CAAL 1000-1 2.lOTA FAA.100 03 001 KNOoP CARY Oll00-09•0NWF BEB l23 03 002 KNOoP CARY I 1 1 00-13.lO MWF BEBl2.1 0.1 001 HEYDUCK B ILLY .I OB00-0940•wF FAAJOO 03 002 HEYDUCK BILLY .I 1000- l l •OMWF FAAIOO 03 
003 KNUTZA .IU"'E N 1000-1230TA FAAIOO 03 
00 1 HEGARTY MEL INDA 1400-1 •50"WF FAA202 O.l 001 "EYOUCK BILLY .I 1200-1.l•ONWF FAA218 03 
002 EADS HANNAH l•OO-I S•OMWF FAAZIB 0.1 00.l EADS HANNAH 1000- l l •ONWF F A.t112 18  03 oo• STAFF 1600-1 740 N•R FAA21 8  03 OOS STAFF 1900-2130 TR FAA218  03 006 STAFF 1600-1 7•0M•F FAA.102 O.l 00 1 EADS HANNAH l•00-1 5•0T FAA.102 03 l•00-16.JOR 001 STAPP RAY V 0800-09•0•wF 002 STAPP RAY V • 1200- 1.l•OTA 003 ENNERICH CAAL E l• 00-1540Mw 001 TRANK LYNN EDGAR 0800-09•0NWF 002 TRANK LYNN EDGAR 1000-1 1•o •wF 001 DARLING .IANINA K l300-1350MTWF 002 DARLING .IANINA K 0900-09SO MTWF 001 BODINE PAIA. G I O OU- I OSONWF 002 WATK I NS tJEN P 0900-0950NWF 003 MCROBERTS .IEAAY W 1 000-I OSOMWF oo• MCROBERTS .IEAAY w 1 •00-1•sO N•F 001 BODINE PAUL G 0900-0950�wF 002 HEGAR TY MEL INDA 1500-ISSONWF 00 1 MCROBERTS .IEAAY W 0900-09SUMWF 00 1 DER UITER GARRET W 0800-09•UMWF 002 DER UITER GARRET W 1 0 00-l l •OMWF 00 1 BAA�N SUZAN G 1 2 00-l.l•O MWF 002 BAA�N SUZAN G 0800-I 030TR 001 ROLLER TEARY M 1 1 00-13.JOTA 002 ROLLER TERRY N 0800-09•0 MWF 001 NOLOAOSKI AL AICHAA00800-0940NwF 00 1 STAFF l • 00-14SOll 00 1 NOLOAO S K I  AL A ICHAAO I Z 00- 1 .l•O MWF OOJ NOLDAO SKf AL AI CHAAO l200- 1340NwF 001 SORGE W AL TER I OU0- 1 1 40NWF 002 BRAUN KA�EN .I 1 200-1•.lOTA 00 1 KNOOP CARY I 0800-10.lOTA 001 KNOOP CARY I 0800- 10.lOTA 00 1 KRUTZA �UNE N 1 200-13•0MWF 001 KAUTZA .IUNE " 1 •00-1s•oMwF 001 BUf'F I NGTON RODNEY H 0900- I O•OT �900-1 I.JOA 
FAA.102 FAA302 FAA.102 FAA.109 
FAA309 FAA202 FAA202 . LI B LEC FAA202 FAA203 
FAA203 L I B  LEC FAA202 FAA203. FAAl02 
FAAI02 
FAA2 17  
FAA2 1 7  FAA.105 
FAA.105 BE B I 0 .1  FAA203 FAA.100 FAA300 FAA212  
FAA212 BEB 12.1 BEB123 FAAIOO FAAIOO FAA.102 
02 
02 02 03 03 o• o• 03 03 03 03 03 0.1 0.1 03 
03 03 
03 
03 03 0.1 0 1  
O.l 03 03 0.1 03 03 03 03 
03: 
c �D�A�E DESCR IPTION SECT . ··INSTRUCTOR . Ml!ETING T l �  BLDG,RODN Ao 
------------ -----------------------------------------�------------------
ART 3570 PR INTMAK I NG I&  001  TRA l\K LYNN EDGAR 1•00-1s•OMWF FA A309 ' u• ART 3630 CLASSICAL ART 00 1 DARLING .IANINA K 1 000-I OSONWF FAA202 OJ ART �660 EUROPEAN ART 00 1 HEGARTY MEL INDA 1 1 00-l l SOMllF FAA202 03 ART 3670 19TH CENT PTG 001 WA TK INS BEN P 1 300-1 350NWF FAA20.1 OJ ART 3701 .ILY,SLYASNTNG II 001 DERUITER GARRET W 0800-10 .lOTA FA.tll 02 0.1 ART 3702 .ILY,SLVllSNTG I l l  001 DERUITER GARRET W 0800- I030TA FAAI02 0.1 ART 3801 WEAV ING 1 1  001 BRAUN SUZAN G OBOO·• I030 H< FFA217  OJ ART 3802 WEAVING I l l 001 BAAuN SUZAN G 0800-10.lOTA FAA217  OJ ART 3820 TEXTILE DESIGN 001 BAAl.N SUZAN G l •OO-IS•U NWF FAA217 OJ AMT 3901 VISUAL ·CDNIO I 001 AOL.LEA TERRY N 1000- 1 l•ONWF FAA.lOS OJ ART •ooo DRAW ING I V  001 NOLDllOSK I AL lll CHAll00800-09•0 M•F BEBI0.1 OJ ART •OSI PAINT ING IV 001 SHULL CARL E l •OO- IS•ONWF FA A.100 OJ ART •os2 PA INT ING v 001 SHULL CAAL E 1•00-1s•O N•F FAA.100 OJ ART • 1 1 1  SCIA.PTURE I V  00 1 KNOOP CARY I 0800- IO:JOTA BEBl2.1 OJ ART • 1 12 SCULPTURE V 00 1 KNOOP CARY I 0800-1030TR BEBl23 OJ AMT •251 CERA MICS 1 V 001 KAUTZA .IUNE N l •00- 1 MONllF FAAIOO OJ ART •2!i2 CERAM ICS v 001 KllUTZA .IUNE .. 1•00- 1 5•uNWF FAAIOO OJ ART ••OO IND �TUDY 00 1 STAFF ARR MTWAF ARA OJ ART •5BO PRINTMAK I NG I l l  001 TRANK LYNN EDGAR l •00-15•0 NWF FAA.109 OJ 
ART •701 ADV NTLSNTHNG l 001 DERUITER GARRET W 0800-1 0.lOTll FAAl02 OJ ART •702 . ADV NTLSNTHNG I I  001 DERUI TER GARRET W OBOO- I030TR FAAI02 OJ ART •765 CONT AN PTG,SCLP 001 MCROBERTS .IEAAY W 1 500-1 550NWF FAA20.1 OJ 
ART •BOO AOV WEAV I NG 001 BAAl.N SUZAN G OB00- 1 0.lOTll FAA21 7 OJ 
ART 5 1 00  NAT DESIGN I 001 STAFF ARA NTWllF AAA 01 ART 5200 PTG PROB I 001 SHULL CAAL E 1 •00- 1s•o••F FAA.100 O J ART �•oo PROB ART EO 00 1 STAFF AAA MT •RF ARA OJ ART 5560 CONT PANTMAK I NG 001 TRANK LYNN EDGAR l•OO-I S•ONWF FAA.109 OJ 
ART 5571  ADV CERAMICS 001 KAUTZA .IUNE N l •OO- IS•OMWF FAAIOO OJ AMT. 5572 ADV CERAMICS 001 KAUTZA .IUNE M l •OO- I S•O•WF FAAIOO O,J ART S600 MAT DE SIGN I I  00 1 STAFF ' ARA NTWAF ARA OJ 
ART S6 10  ADV DRAWING 001 NOLOAOSKI AL RI CHAll00800-09•0•WF BEBI0.1 03 ART S620 WATEAC�OA 00 1 SORGE WALTER 1 000- l l •o•wF FAA.100 OJ ART !.6 71 AOV SC U..PTUAE 001 KNOOP CARY I OBOO-o9•0Tll BEBl23 OJ ART S672 ADV SCULPTURE 001 KNOOP CARY I OB00-09•0TA BEB123 03 ART S701 PT.;; PROB 1 1  001 SHULL CAAL E l •OO- I S•ONWF FAA.100 OJ AMT 5702 PTG PROB I l l  001 SHULL CAAL E 1•00- 1 5•oMwF FAA.100 OJ AMT S771  PBLN NTSNTHNG I 00 1 DER UI TER GARRET W 0800-10.lOTA FAA I02 03 ART 5772 PBLM MTSNTHNG ll 00 1 DERUITER GARRET W 0800-10.lOTA FAAI02 OJ ART 5800 ASCH ART ED 001 STAFF ARR MTWAF ARR 01 ART S850 ART INTNSHIP 001 STAFF AAA NTWAF AAA OJ ART �87 1 PBL 19/20 CEN I 001 WATKINS BEN P AAA NTWAF AAA 0.1 ART 5872 PBL 19/20 CEN I I  00 1 WATKI NS BE N P AAA NTWRF AAA OJ ART S900 RESEARCH ART 0 0 1  STAFF ARR MTWAF AAA 02 ART S9SO THESIS 001 STAFF AAA NTwAF AAA 03 002 STAFF AAA NTWAF AAA 04 
ART S990 IND STUDY 
003 STAFF AAA NTWAF AAA 01 00• STAFF AAA lllTWAF ARR Gt 001 STAFF ARR NTWMF AAA 01 002 STAFF AAA IOTWAF AAA OI 00.1 STAFF ARR MTWAF ARR OJ OO• STAFF AAA lllTWAF AAA 04 OOS STAFF ARA NTwAF AAA OS 006 STAFF ARA IOTWAF ARA Gt 
•--•--••a•--•••&aa••--•-----••----- ---------•--•••••••.._. ... .._.._. ................ 
a o r A N Y 
� -s_e_��-C_A_l�!ON ·��---s_E_c_T_._1_�STllUCTOA 
BOT 1 0 1 0  
BOT 1 0 1 1  
BOT 2290 





BOT •7SI BOT •SOI 
BOT •Bl I 
BOT •901 
BOT •990 BOT S l 02 BOT 5222 
BOT S32 1 BOT 5351 BOT S371 ltOT 5950 
BOT S990 
GENERAL BOTANY 
GENERAL BOT LAB 
MORPH HIGHER PL 
ECONOM IC BOTANY N ICAO AND MAN 
BACTER IOLOGY 
IND STUDY 
PLAN T PHYS IDL 
PL MICROT ECH 
LI CHEHS SYST BOTANY 
PLANT ECOLOGY, 
PLANT l'ATHOLOGY 
SEMINAR AQUAT IC MACROS CYTOTAXDNONY 
BRYOLOGY ADV BACTEAIO FUNGI 1 1  THES I S  
I ND  STUDY 
001 BECKER STEVEN A 
002 LACKEY OREN F 003 WE ILER WILLIAN A 001 LACKEY OMEN F · 002 WEI LER W I LLIAN A 
00.1 BECKER STEVEN A 004 SECKER STEVEN A OOS LACKEY OREN F 006 LACKEY OREN F 007 WE ILER WI U.IAN A 00 1 SPEER .IOHN N 
002 SCOTT WILL IAN w 
003 SPEER .I OH I\  M 
oo r WHITESIOE •ESLEY c 
002 ARZENI CH�ALES B 
001 ARZENI CHARLES B 00 1 SN ITH R ICHARD L 002 SN ITH RICHARD L 001 CROFUTT LAURENCE E 
002 CROFUTT LAURENCE E 
003 CROFUTT LAURENCE E 
001 STAFF 
002 STAFF 003 STAFF 001 DAROING ROGER L 
002 OAllOING R�GEA L 
001 BECKER STEVEN A 
00 1 WHI TESI DE WESLEY C 
001 EB I NGER .IOHN E 
001 ZIMMERMAN U DOUGLAS 
002 ZI MMERMAN U DOUGLAS 
003 Z l lllNEANAN U DOUGLAS 
00 I GRAY GRANT G 
00 1 BECKER STEVEN A 001 EBINGER .IOHN E 001 SPEER .IOHN N 
00 1 ARZENl CHARLES B 001 WE ILER W ILLIAM A 001 WH ITES I DE WESLEY C 001 STAFF 002 STAFF 003 STAFF OO• STAFF 001 STAFF 002 STAFF 
003 STAFF oo• STAFF 005 STAFF 006 STAFF 
B U S I N E S S A D M I II I S Y R A Y I D N COURSE DESCR I PT I ON  SECT. INSTRUCTOR 
•MEETING T INE 
1 000- 1 050Nw 1 1 00-1 ISONW l.l00-1350Mll  1300-1350NW I S 00-16•u•w 0800-0940TN 1000- l l •OTA 1.100-U•OTA 
I S00- 16•0TA 0800-09•0 •F 0800-0850111 0800-09•0WF 1000-1050N 1 000-l l •OWF 1 3 00- 13SOM 1 300-U•O•F 0800-1 0.lO T 
0800-09•0A' 1300-I S.lOT 
1 300- H•OA 1 1 00- 1 150 TA IOUO-I UONll 
1000-l l•ONF 0800-0850 "• 
1 500-16•0NW 0800-0BSOMll 0800-09.0 TA OB00-0850 IOll 13 00-l••OTA ARR MT•AF ARA NTllAF AAA MTWAF 0800-0BSOMW 0800-09•0 TA 1 000- I OSOMll 1000-1 l•OTA 1300-1 350N 1300-1•40WF l l00- 1 2•0TA l .100- 1530T 
1300-1 •40R 0800- 08SON 
0800-09•0WF 
1300-1 .lSON 
I .J00- 1 440 "" 0800- 1 0.lOT 
Oll00-09•0A 1900-2 1.lON 1900-20•0• 1600- 1 7•ow 0800-09•0TA 1 000- I OSO M 
I 000-1 1 •0 llF 1900-2130TH 1 1 00-l ISOTA l•00-16.lOTR AAA MT•RF ARA NTwAF ARR NTwAF AAA· NTllAF 
ARR NTWAF AAA MTWNF AAA . NTwAF AHR NTWAF AAA NTllAF AAA lfTllAF 
MEETING TINE 
c BL DCVAODM Ao 













LS206 L5A228 LSJIO 
LSJl8 LS.118 KLS206 ARA AAA ARR AAA AMR AAA ANA AAA ARR 
AAA 
tlAD S005 BAO 5 1 00 tJAO S.155 BAD 560S 
BAD 56•0 tJAO :.6 7U 
tJAD 5890 BAD S9SO 
QUANT ANALYS I S  SUS AES NETH PHONOTION NGT NCiT ACC CONTROL FlNANCIAL MGT INFO SYS 
00 1 SHAAAllAY HUSSE IN S 
001 MEIER ROBERT E 1900-21 30M 1600- 1 830T 1600- 1 830 111 1900-2 1.lOT 1 900-21.lOW 1900-2 1.lOR 1600-1 8.lON 
---- ----------------------·----
SAO S990 
AD .. I N  POL ICY 
THES I S  
I NO STUDY 
001 SPALDI NG .IANES 8 .IA 001 TAT IKONDA LAKSHM I  U 001 STUBBS FHEDER I CK G 001 WALDRI P  .IACK • 
00 1 ASSNAAE NENWOUYYELL 001 STAFF 002 STAFF 003 STAFF 
oo• STAFF 00 1 STAFF 
002 STAFF 003 STAFF oo• STAFF 
OOS &TAFF 
006 STAFF 
AAA NTwAF ARR MT•RF ARR MTWRF ARR ICTWRF 
ARR 11n 11RF ARlof " MT•RF AAA NTWRF ARR NTwAF ARR NTwllF ARR MT•RF 
CHJlll BH205 CH.1111 CH318 
CH2 1 0  CH2 1 0  CHJl8 AAH ARR AAA ARR ARR 
ARR ARA ARA 
ARR AAA 
I N E s s  E O OCSCA IPT I ON 
--- �---BA S I C  TYPE I NTERN TYPI SHOAT HANO 
'����� �� BUS COMMUN: Ol'F PROD Pl ADV SHTO,TI 
CON SUMER El OFF MCHN Cl 
AOM I N  Off l 
PEAS F IN H 
NETH OF TC> 
BB/CON S ED SHORTHAND .. SC" Bus NGT I ND STUOY ' OFF ICE NCiT DRG•OER VO( I NTE RNSHI P I S SUES/TA EN THES I S  
I NO  STUDY 




GEN CHEM I I  
GEN CHEN 1 1  L; 
PAI N  ORG .CHEN 
PR DAG CHEN L 
OUANT ANAL 
=�A�� .. cr�: 9.Elll NAA KMI NAA •I OCHE•USTAY 
elOCHEMISTAY L 
I N ST A NAL LAB 
�HYS IC:AL CHEN SEMINAR •EMI NAR 
I- STUDY 
•MOL $TAUCT LAB 
s c s s s • •• • • •• 
c DG.IAOOM A o 




� A l 0 2  




E B l 2 .1  
E B 1 2 .1  
� A I O O  
!!
A
:::: A l 0 2  AA l 0 2  
AA20.J 
AA21 7 AR IAA300 AA 
IAA.109 
f A A I O O  \:� 1 0 0  
' E B I O .J  
FAA300 
' E B l 2 3  
I E B 1 2 3  
fAA.100 
fAA.100 
r A A I 0 2  
f A A 1 0 2  � A  �AA AAA �RA 
�:: AAA Ir.AR ARR 
�:: �RA RA AR 'ARA 
0.1 
O JI  











0 3  
0 3  
0 .1  
03 
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O JI  
O JI  
0 3  











0 .1  
0 3  
0 3  












0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
o• 
0 5  
06 
••&&--•····· 
c BLOG.l'AOOM A o �--- "' 
LS301 02 
LF301 02 
LS 3 0 1  02 
LS20.J Oil 
LS203 0 2 
L S203 02 




L S 3 1 8  0 3  
L S 3 1 B  O.J 
LS3 1 8  03 
L S .J I B  0 3  
L S3 1 8  0 3  
A A E I 0,._0 1 02 
A AE20 2 03 
AAE20 2 03 
L S 3 0 1  e .1 17 04 
LS3 01 e 3 1 7  04 





L S .1 1 0  
LS205 
LS205 
L S 205 
LS205 
LS20 5 
LS 3 1 8  
LS206 
LSA228 
L S .1 1 0  
L S .J I B  









0 3  
0 2  
0 3  











o• 05 ' 
06 
0 1  
02 
03 
0 4  
05 
06 
&2saaaa.a: •• • • •--
c 
BLDGl'AOO M H• 
�-------------CH3 18 03 
BH20S 03 
CH3 1 8  03 CH.J I B 03 CH2 1 0  03 
CH210 03 
CHJ 18 03 
AAH 03 AAJll 0 4  ARI< 05 
AAA 06 
AAA 0 1  
AAA 0 2  
ARR 03 




- ----· - ·  --------���-���--��- �����-BA S I C  TYPE COMM I NTEAM TYPE COMM SHOR THAND THEOR Y 
�����; �n��=�� eus CDMMUNICA OFF PROD PAACT 
ADV SHTO.ITAANSCA CONSUMER EDU 
OFF MCHN CONPUT 
ADM I N  DFf' SEA VS 
PEAS F I N INVEST METH OF TCHG BUS 
BB.ICONS ED METH SHOR THAND MET H 
SCH BUS MGT I ND  ST UDY ' 
OF F I CE M G T  DAGaOE6l VOC BE INTERNSHI P '  IN BE I S S UES.ITAENOS BE THES I S  
I ND  STUDY 
0 0 1  C OOPER GEORGE K 
00 1 COOPER GEORGE K 
001 ELL IOTT THOMAS L 
00 1 SANDERS ROSANNE B 
011 1 SULL I VA N  ROB ER T N 
00 1 SULLI VA N  RO BER T N 
0 0 1  CHA SE DA Y TON K 
0 0 1  SANDERS ROSANNE B 
00 1 ELL I OT T  THOMAS L 
001 MURAY J ACK 
002 '°UAAY J ACK 00 1 MURAY JACK 
002 COOPER GEORGE K 
00 1 ELL IOTT THO�AS L 
0 0 1  C HASE DAYTON K 
002 C HASE DAYTON K 
0 0 1  CHASE DAYl DN K 
00 1 SANDERS ROSANNE B 
00 1 ELL l·OT T THOMAS L 0 0 1  cLL IOT T  THOMAS L 
002 SANDE R S  ROSANNE 0 
001 CHA SE DAYTON K 
00 1 ELL IOTT THOMAS L 
00 1 COOPER GEORGE K 
0 0 1  E LL I OTT THOMAS L 
002 ELL IOTT THOMAS L 
003 ELL I O TT THOMAS L 
004 ELL 1 0TT THOMAS L " 001 EL L I OTT THO .. AS L 0112 E LL l OT T THOMAS L 
003 cLL I OTT THOMAS L 
004 ELL I D TT · THOMAS L 
005 cL L IO TT THOMAS L 
006 ELL I O T T  THOMAS L 
MEET I NG  T I ME 
1 0 00-IO!iOtOTHF I I OO-l 150NTRF 0900-00SOMTAP' 0 8 011-0850NTRF 1 500- 1 ,;50 11 wF 1230- 134STA 09.J0- 1045TA i O OO- I O!S O IOlf'  l .J00-1350NllF 1 1 00- 1 1  SOMTRF 1 3110- l .J 50MTAF 0900-0950 MllF 1 4 0 0- 1 4 5 0 M WF 1 1 00-1 1 SO TR OBOO-oBSO TA l .J00- 1 350TA 1 1 00- l l SO T R  1 1 00- 1  I SO T R AAA MT WMF 
ARR NT llAF 
1 9 00-2 1 30 M  1 900- 2 1 30 T 
ARA MTWRF 
1900-21 30 11  ARA MT WRF 
AA A MT WA F AMA M T • A F  
AR R NT ll RF ARA . llT •RF 
ARA MT WAF ARA M T W AF 
AAA NT llAF 
AAA NT llRF 
A AA MT WAF 
c 
BLDGl'ROOM R .  
BH l 07 
BH2 12 BH l 07 
8" 2 1 2  
BH 1 0B 
BH212 
8H212 
8H 2 1 2  






BH I 07 8 H l 0 7  8H205 





































'- •-•za::sa::-....-.aaaa.•=•z�z�:• =•=---=.a= •=:z =2::t!l&:�z�=•=::m:z.a::s=i:::..aa=i:=a •-=..:a=:=.:::l 
SEC T .  I N STRUCTOR MEET I NG fl M E 
0 0 1  KE I TER ELLEN A 1 1 00- l l SOMWF 
I 000- 1 1 40 T 
002 KEl fEA ELLEN A 1 1 0 0- 1 150NWF I O OO- l l 40 A 
003 K E I T ER ELLEN A 1 1 0 0- l l SONwF 
' l300- 1440 T 
OOf K E I T ER. ELLEN A : �gg: : ! �g :wF CHeN ENAGY MGT l 0 0 1  STEEL E SI DIEY A 0900-0950MF 
Od00- 1 030R INTRO CHEM 0 11 1  FOOTE C DAN OBOO- OllSONTllF 
002 JORDAN ROBERT w 1 1 00- l l SO M WRF 
003 S TEELE S I D NE Y  A 1 3 0<l-1350NWRF 
oo• HAMEASKI J ll.. l_A_tj_., _ 1 50 0- l SSONJllF 
1300 1tudenta muat elect one of the �ollowing CHM 1 305 laba. 
INTRO CHEN LAB I 
<.EN CHEM 












STEELE S I DNEY R 0900- l l JO T  
FOOTE C DAN 0800- I OJO A 
F OOTE C DAN I Z00- 1430 T 
FOOTE C DA� 1 2 00- 14 3 11 T  STAFF 1 5 0 0- l 73 11 A  
STAFF 1 500- 1 7JO R  FOOTE C DAN 1 2 0U- 1 4 30F CUNNI NGHAM GEDRGE " L 0900-0950 Nllf KARRAKE R ROBERT H 1 0 00- I O =:.OMTF 
KARRAKER ROBERT H 1 0 00-I OSOMllF KARRAKER ROBERT H 1 0 00- I O S O MNF 
SHERMAN EDWARD Q 15 00-1 5SONWF 
i310 1tudenta must elect one of the following CHM 1 3 1 5  labs. 
IJI� GEN CHEM LAB l 0 0 1  JORDAN ROBERT II 0800- 1 0 301 
GEN CHEM 1 1  
GEN CHEM I I  LAB 
PAIN DAG .CHEM I 
PA OAG CHEM LAB 
QUANT ANAL 
ORGAN I C  CHEM 
OAG CHEM LAB 
SE MI NAR 
SEMI NA R 
Bl OCHEMISf AY 
B I OC HE M I STRY LAB 





•MDL STAUCT LAB 
MOO I NDAG CHEN INDAG CHEM LAB 
NOL SPECTROSCOPY 
PHYS ORIO CHEM RE SE AA CH 
THE�&� 
gg� ����=��1Et�A�No� ��gg::��g� 
004 SHEAMAN EDllARO 0 1 20 0- 1 430A 
005 CUNNINGHAN GECAGE L 1400- 1 6JOW 006 CUNNINGHAM GEORGE L 1 4 0 0- 1 630W 
007 SHEAMAN EDWARD 0 1500- 1 730T 
008 SHEAN .AN E DW AR D  0 1 5 11 0- 1 7311 T 
009 ELL I S J E R RY II 12 00- 1 430F 
0 0 1  KE I TER R I CHARD L 0900-0950MllF 
002 KARRAKER ROBERT H 1 4 00- 1 4SO MWF 
0 0 1  KE I TER R I CHAR D L 0800-I 030T 
002 KARRAKER ROBERT H 1200- 1430T 
003 KARRAKER ROBERT H 1 200- 1 4 30A 
0 0 1  JONOA N ROBERT II 0800-0BSO MWAF 
002 SN I TH A Dll EAT J l l 00-1 1 5 0 M T •F 
003 STAFF 1 4 00-1 450MTWF 
001 STAFF OBOO-l D30T 
002 STAFF u900- 1 1 30 A  
0 0 3  FERGUSON KAREN 1300- 1 530A 
004 FERGUSON KARE N l .J00- 1 530 A 90 1 SM I TH NOR MAN 0 0900- 1 1 3 0 TA 
0900-0950F 
002 CUNNI NGHA M GEORGE L l l00-1 530TA 
00 1 
00 1 
0 0 1  
0 0 1  
0 0 1  
0 0 1  
002 
00 1 
ELLI S JERRY II ELL I S JERRY W SHE6lMAN EDWARD 0 
SHERMAN EDWARD 0 FEAIOUSD .. KAREN 
FERGUSON KAREN 
FERGUSON KAREN S M I TH HCNMAN 0 
002 SM I TH NORMAN D 
001 
00 1 







0 0 1  
0 0 1  
0 0 1  










EBOON D A V I D  W 
SHERM AN EDWARD 0 
SHEANA .. EDllAAD 0 
STAFF 
HENDER SON G I LE S 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF STAFF HENDENSCN G ILE S 









1 300- 1 350F 1 0 00-IOSO NWF 
OB00- 1 0 30 TR 
1 60 0- 1 650W 
1 6 00- 1650 W 
1 0 00-I OSONWF 
0900-l 1 3 0 T  
0 9 0 0- l  1 3 0 R  
1 2 00- 1 25 0 11  
J 30 0- 1 530 T 1 2 00- l ,Z50M 
1 300- 1 5 30 R 
1 1 00-1 l SONTllF 
1 6 0 0- 1 6 5 0 •  1 6 00- 16 50 W 
AAA MT WAF 
1 601>- I 740 " 
AAA MT llRF 
ARR MT •RF AAA NTllRF AIOA MTllAF 
0900-0950M 
0900- I I 30 TA I J00- 1 .tSOMWF 
I J 00-1530R 
l O Oo- 1 05u,.wF 
11800-0d50 NWF 
AAA NT •AF 
AR R M T llAF 
A RR NT llRF 
ARA ain•RF 
AAA MT WRF AAA NTWAF 
AAA M T WAF 
AAA NT 1 RF ARA NTWRF 
AH:R MT WAF 
c 
tjLOGl'ROOM A. 
S l 2 1-426 04 
S l 2 1-426 04 
S U l-426 04 
S l 2 1- 426 04 
54 1 4- 3 1 2  0 3  
s 1 2 1  03 
S434 03 








S l 2 1  
5 1 2 1-434 
5 1 2 1-434 
S l 2 1-434 
5 1 21 
01 
01 


















5 3 1 7  03 
5 1 2 1  03 5312 01 
S312 · Ol 
S J l 2  01 
5 4 1 5  04 
S 4 1 S" 04 
S4 1 5  04 
54 1 3  0 1  
S5 1 3  0 1  
5 4 1 3  0 1  
5 4 16 01 
S434-440 03 
S43+-440 03 
$ 4 1 4  03 
S4 16 02 
5 4 1 5  00 
$4 15 0 1  
S 4 1 5  03 5 4 12 01 
54 1 2  . 01 
5 3 1 7-304 02 
S3 17-304 02 
s • a •  o• 
54 1 5  00 
54 15 0 1  
AAA 01 





S 4 l �304 02 
s • 1 •  03 
54 1 2  0 1  
S3 1 7  03 
S 3 J 7 03 
ARR 01 






AAA O S  
AllR 06 
:2s&=•�•===2•s=a::&.--z:.as;=•=•�•=:sz=r::a:a sa:��;=2=:==z==••••••2=:..:2=:: 
E D U C A f I D � 








���-Cooperative Edu 00 1 Wood Leonard C Arr Arr 
c 
BLDG.IR OON It •  
A r r  0 1  
FALL SCHEDULE - Page 3 
�s::=c:;a.a2--..:::r..==z=c•.aa;aa=�•==�assaaz .. s=;::2Z�••--�•--•--••ac:a.aa111•&==•••&&:=�= 
c E A A f N S C I E N C E COURSE DESCR IPT I ON SECf o INSTRUC TOR MEE T I NG T I ME l&.OG.l'AOOM A o  
ESC 1 4 1 0 WEATHER-CL IMATE 001 WI SE R I CHARD L 
002 PR ICE O AL I AS 
003 KRAUSE PAUL 
ESC 1 420 PHY S I C AL  GEOG 
ESC 3960 SP T CP-CON D R I F T  
ESC 4420 " IND S TUDY 
004 MCDONALD ·wALTEA H 
OOS KRAUSE PAUL 
0 0 1  Ml:DONALD llALTER H 
002 ll l SE R ICHAR D L .  
00 1 DUFFET T WALTER N 0 0 1  S T AFF 
OOZ S T AFF 
003 SfAFF 
oeoo-oo• o •• 
0800-0850F 
I OO O-l 1 40 IO W  
1 000-1 0 50F 
1 200-1340MW 
1 2 00- 1 2 50P' . 
1400-1 540MW 1 400-1 450F 
16011- l 740 M W  
1 600- 1 650F 
I 0 0 0-1 1 4 0 T A  
1 2 00-134 0 TR 
1 900-2 130A 
AAA MT W RF AAA OITWAF 























·------------·-----------..... ------------..·--�·-----..-..-.  -·----
I! C a M 0 M I C S 
-��R IP f l DH SE(fo I NSTIIUCTOlll llEEr l Nli  U MI!! c Bl.CG.l'AOOM Ao 
E"C N 2B O I  
ECN 2d02 
ECN 3 8 1 0  
ECN 3 B60 
ECN 3890 ECN 3903 ECN 4 5 1 1  
ECN 4520 EC N 48UI ECN 4 B 02 ECN 4B40 ECN 4B74 ECN 4950 
ECN 4991 ECN 5421 ECN 5441 ECN 5461 ECN 5481 ECN 54 9 1  
E C N  5900 ECN 59110 
ECN S990 
PAIN ECON 
PA I N  ECON 1 1  
ECON OF NAT AES 
I N TL ECON 
LABOR ECONOM I C S  
ECON PERSP WOMEN 
ECON SYS TE NS 
HI ST ECON TH T I NTER MACRO THY INTER M ICRO THY 
MONEY � B ANK ING 
LAT A"EA ECN DEV 
IND STUDY 
STAT APPL ECON I 
RECENT HI ST THT 
SEN MONETANY THY 
SE N  I NTL TRADE PUd CONTROL I ND PROB LABOR ECON 
RESEAHCH MET HODS 
T HE S I S  
I HI>  STUOY 
OCH FAHY PAUL A 
002 FA HY PAUL R 
00.1 SM I TH ALLEN W 
004 LE N I HA N PA TR I CK M 
005 SM I T H ALLEN W 
006 NA UAY ALL EN 
001 NDRD l N  HAR OLD 0 
OOB S I DWELL R I CHARD J 
009 LEE SANG N 
0 1 0  SI D•ELL R I CHARD � 01 1 S I D •ELL R I CHARD � 
0 1 2  LE NIHAN PATR ICK M 
0 1 3  NORD I N  H AUOL D 0 
0 1 4  LE .. I HA N  PATR I CK M 
0 1 5  LEE SANG M 
00 1 CORL EY EDWARD M 
002 CORLEY EDllAAO M 
003 NORMAN LEE EARL 
004 NORMAN LEE EAllL 
005 NORMAN LEE EARL 
006 SN I TH ALLEN W 
00 1 SA TES LAW RENCE W 
002 BA TES LAWRENCE W 
0 0 1  MAURY ALLEN 
002 MURAD AHMAD 
00.1 MA URY ALLE N 
004 CHENG GUANG-MEE l 0 
005 CHENG GUANG-MEE I 0 
006 LEE SANG M 
0 0 7  NORMAN LEE EAllL 
OOB LEE SANG N 
0 0 1  SM I TH ALLEN W 
00 I MAURY ALLEN 
001 NOR D I N  HAROLD 0 001 NOR D I N  HAROLD 0 
001 CHENG <.uANG-M EE l D 
0 0 1  CORLEY EDWARD M 
00 1 FAHY PA UL A 
001 BA TES LAWRENCE W 
001 STAFF 
002 STAFF 
001 CORLEY E D ll AR O  M 
0 0 1  S I D WELL R I CHARD J 
0 0 1  CHENG GUA NG-MEE I 0 
0 0 1  MURAD AHNAO 
0 0 1  FAHY PAUL A 
0 0 1  LE N I HA N PATR I CK N 
0 0 1  BA TES L AWRENCE II 
O Pl STAFF 
002 STAFF 








0800-0B50 N•F 0900-00SOMWF I 000- 1 050 N llF 
I IO O- l 1 50MWF 1200- l 250 MWF 
1 300- I .J5u J ... F 1 400- 1450 NWF 
I S00- 1 550 N llF l 600-l 7 1 5 N W 
1 900-2 130M 
1 2011- 1 250 OlwF 0900-0950MWF 
1 3 0 0- 1350 M WF 




1200- 1 250MWF 
1 400- 1450NWF 
O BOO-OO I STR 
l l 00-1 2 1 5 TA 
I IOO-l 1 50MWF 
1 500-1550MWF 
0800-0B50 NWF 
I 0 00- 1050N•F 
1 0 00- 1 oso MwF 1 1 00- 1 1  SO MWF 
1 3 0 0- 1 350NWF 
1400- 1 4SONWF 
I 50J>- I 550 NWF 
0930- 104=:.TA 
09J0-1045TA 
1 230- 1 345 TR 
1 2 30- 1 345TA 
l'l00- 1 2 1 5TA 
0900-0950 N •F 
0930- I 045TR 
1 400- 1 450NWF 
1 200- 1 250N•F AAA MTllAF AAA N T W R F  
1 1 00- 1 ISO MWF 
I I 0 0 - 1  I SO NWF 
1 9 0 0-2 1 30 " 
I I 00- 1 2 1 S  TA 
1 300- 1 350NWF 
0930-1 045TI< 
l 9 0 0-2040A ARA NTW AF AAA MTWAF ARR M T WAF AAA MTWAF 
ARR NT•AF 
AAA MT W AF 
ARR NTWRF 
AAA NT WAF AAA M T WAF 





CH206 CH206 CHZ l l  CH 2 l l  
CH 2 1 1  
CH213 
CH2 1 3  
CN2 1 1  
CH2 1 3  
CH 2 1 1  
CH 2 1 1  
CH2 1 3  
CH213 
CH2 1 1  
CH206 
CH.213 
CH2 1 3  
CH213 
CH2 l l  
CH 2 1 3  
CH 2l l . 
CH 2 1 1  
CH2 l l  
CH21 1 
CH 2 1 1  CH206 
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E D U C A r I 0 M A L A 0 M I M I 5 f • A f I 0 M 
COURSE OtESCRJPf l DH  SECTo JNSTRUCfOR MEEJING T I NE 
.c 
8t..�AOOM A •. 
������-��-
EOA 48 10 




EDA 5B70 EDA 5900 
EDA 59 1 0  




EDA 6660 EDA 69 1 0  
EDA 6920 
SCHOOL LAW 
SCH C ONMN TY REL IN TRO DAG '- ADM AOM.l'SUP SEC SCH 
SUPV OF I NSTA SCHOOL F l NANCE 
PER SONNEL ADM lN 
I NTRO/RESEARCH 
I NTERN SH I P  
I NTERNSH I P  
THE S I S 
I ND STVOY 
PROB IN A O M I N  AON-H I GHER E O  F I ELD EXP/ADM I N  F I ELD EXP.IAON I N  
0 0 1  NA TZNEA GERHARD C 
0 0 1  NATZNEA GERHARD C 0 0 1  SHUFF ROBERT V 0 0 1  SM I TLEY DONALD W 
001 STAFF 
001 MATZNEA GERH ARD C 
00 1 SMI TLE Y DONALD W 
0 0 1  STAFF 
0 0 1  STAFF 





001 STAFF 002 STAFF 
003 STAFF 004 STAFF 
005 STAFF 
006 STAFF 
00 1 STAFF 
001 SHUFF AOllEAT V 
0 0 1  STAFF � 
0 0 1  STAFF 
l 900-2 1 30 R .  
1 900-2040N 
1 9 0 0- 2 1 30 " 
1900-2130f 
1 900-2 130 1  
1 900-2 1 3 0 •  1 90 0- 2 130R 
1 9 00-2040N 
ARR NT•AF AAA onWRF AAA M T W AF ARA NTllAF AAA MTWAF AAA MTllAF 
AAA NT ll RF 
ARA M T• RF 
ARR MTWAF AAA ' NTWAF 
AAA N T W RF 
ARR MTWRF 
1 900-2 1 3 0 •  
1 900-2 130 T 
ARM MTlll AI" 
AAA NTW AF 
BEB2 1 7  
BE82 1 7 
BE82 1 B  
BEB2 1 B  
BE8l09 
BE82 1 7  
BE82 1 B 
BE8109 
8EB21 l 
BEB2 1 1 
BEBZl l 
BEB21 I" 
BE821 I BE82 1 1  
t1EB2 1 1  
BEB2 1 I 
2 1 1  
BE821 I 
JJEB2 l l 
HE82 l l  
BEB Z I B  
BEB2 1 7 
BEl!2 1 l  
























••CS••--•••�••••----•c•a......-�as=-..-.. -- ----•--•--•a.s•-..:=.aa s:•sa: ..,...aa.s-..-aaa.sa.a.�� 
c E 0 U C A f I 0 N A L F D U N 0 A f I 0 N COURSE OESC A I P f l ON SECT. I N S TRUCTOR MEE T I NG T I ME BLDG.IAOOM Ao 
EDF ••so 
' EDF 4 7 SO EOF 5500 
EDF S5 1 0  
PH IL.IH I ST.l'EO 
I NTRO AOUL T ED CURRI CULUM DEV 
SOC FOUND ED 
001 BARGER RDBERt N �900-00SONWF BEB109 
002 SU T TON KENNETH A 0930- I04STR BEBI 09 
003 BA RGER ROBERT N I 0 00- 1 050NWF BEB l09 
co• suTTON. KENhETH A 1 I 00-1 2 1 5 TA ' BE8 1 09 
005 GuCKERT JOHN C 1 2 00-12SONWF BEBl09 
006 GUCKEAT JOHN C 1 300- 1 350NWF BEB109 
007 STAFF 1 4 00- 1 4 SOMWF BEB2 1 2  
O O B  STAFF 1 900-2 1 30A BEll2 1 6 •oBO P I ERSON GERALD AHA MTllAF URBANA *OB l  P I ERSON GE RALD AAA NTWAF DECATUR 
0 0 1  SUTTON KENNETH H l 900-2 1 3 0 T  BEB2 1 6  
0 0 1  NORTH JOHN T 1 3110-1 350NWF BEB2 1 6  
0 0 2  NORTH JOHN T l 900-2 1 30T BE82 1 2  
0 0 1  GHOLSON RONALD E 19011-2 1 .JO A BEB2 1 2  
002 LARSON HARRY A l 900- 2 1 30 W t1EB2 1 2  EDF 5530 PHIL OF E D  0 0 1  S UT T ON KE N NE T H  A 1 300-1350TA BEB212 EDF 5540 HI ST ED THOUGHT 0 0 1  GUCKERT JOHN C 1 900-204011 BEB2 1 2  






03 03 03. 
, ,  
oz 
02 
FALL SC!fEDULE - Page 4 
E D U C A T I O N A .&.  Ci U I D A N C I!  C 
COURSE DESCMI P TI ON SECTo INSTAUCTDM . MEE T I NG T I M E  BLDG/ROOM Ro 
�iiG'-;90ci--;;;u;�;��1�;;�-0cii-;Q"i:�o;w;-L"---10o;:io;Ci;;,.--..,-ue;o.---o;· 
EOG 49 1 0  G�IDANCE/EL SCH 
EOG s12u · MEAS/A .... L /G U I D  
E O G  5760 SIU PEAS/NI E O  






DC EU PEA sac I N  
.l:"OOA-S- PRACT rc01£ 
PRI N  GROUP GUI O  
ltES I S  
I ND STUDY 
002 S T AFF l 900-2 1 30 T AAE202 03 
OUI S T AFF 1 6 00-- I B.JO w A A E203 O .J  
0 0 1  CMANE W I LL I AM  J 1 900-2 1 30 •  AAE308 OJ 
00 1 CMA NE W I LL l •M J 1 900-2 1 30 M AAEJ08 OJ 
00 1 SALTMARSH AUBERT E 1 1100-� I JOR AAEJ0 8 04 
002 STAFF 1 400-- 1 450 MT • R  AA EJOB 0 4 
001 GMEEN C ARL K l �00-2 1 30 M AAE202 OJ 
·001 ··ovE"RTO"l .. PAUL ··c -AJfR . IOT WRF' .u:irJo·• o• 
•oe OVE NT ON PAUL 0 AMR MT•AF A AEJ04 04 
OOl C M A NE W I LL I AM J I S00-1 640 •  AAEJ08 02 
001 GREEN CANL K ARR MTWRF AAEJ I OC  O �  
0 0 2  G R E E N  C A R L  K ARR IOTDRF A A E llOC 0 4  
OOJ GREEN CAHL K ARM MT WRF AAEJIOC 05 
004 GNEEN CAAL K ARM MTWRF AAEJIOC 06 
001 GREEN C ARL K ARA MTWRF AAEJ I OC 0 1 
OU2 GREEN CAAL K AHR M TWRF A.A EJ I OC 02 
00.J GREEN CARL K ANR IOTWAF A A E J I OC O.J 
004 GREEN CARL K AHR MT •AF AAEJIOC 04 
005 GR EEN CAML K ARR MT •RF AA t l l OC 05 
006 GREEN CARL K ARR MT•RF AAEJI OC 06 
�------------K .................... ... ..... ................. .................... ... 
E D U C A T I O N A L P S Y C H O L O G Y  C 
COUNSE DESCR I PT I ON SECTo I NSTRUC TOR MEE T I NG T I ME BL DG/ROOM R o  
----------�----------------- ------------- -------------------------------------
EDP ;u20 PSY- IN.STR/Sl!C 5C 001 •ARD PAUL L 0800-0BSO MT •RF 8E11212 05 
EDP 4 141 
£OP 4790 




FAC IN TER Mft./IT 
STUDIES IN EO 
IOEAS � l!YAL 
AOV ED PSYCH 
Ul'IUeRSTANO I NOIV 
PSY SOC 0£V AOCll. 
PEAS OYNA•ICS 
002 •ALTER GLEN JR 0900- 09�0 MT •NF 0E8212 05 
OOJ SA L TMARSH ROBERT E I 000- 1 1 4U M W 8EB2 1 2  06 







0 0 1  




0 0 1  
GAECN CAAL K 
GREEN C ARL K 
GREr:N C AML K 
SALTMAR SH ROdERT 
•ALT ER GLCI< JR 
SM I TH NARY N 
CAA NE W ILL I AN .J 
GREE N CARL K 
wARO l>AU.&. L 
•ARO PAUL L 
GHEEN C ARL K 
MOLEN DONALD . .&. 
1 0 00- 1 05oF 
1 200-- IJ4UMW 
1 200- 1 2 50F 
ARR M T•R F 
Af<A M Y •RF 
ARR M Y •R F  
E 1600-1 8JOM 
1 600- l ltJOR 
1900-21JO• 
0900--U9SO IOllF 
1 9U0-2 1 JU "  
l ll00-2 1 JOR 
1 I U0-1 I SO M WF 
1 6 0 0- l fl.JO T 
1 900-2 UO T 
BEB2 1 2  
AAE.JI OC 












0 1  
02 










E L I! A I! N T A A Y E D U C A T I 0 N C 








DIR LRNG/EL SCHL 
CD DEV NSRY-KNDA 
TCH SM.LA EL SCH 
DEii RDG/ELSC.._ 
K I NDERGARTEN EDU 
R EAO IN PRI GOS 
IND S T UDY 
002 CAREY JDSEPN E 0900-0950 M •  8EBZ l 9  02 
llo.J CRA I G  FRAN C I S  N 0 800-0850 TR B E 8 2 1 4  02 
004 CMA I G FRANC I S  H 0900- 0950 Y A  BE112 1 4  02 
005 RUYLE WANDA E ILEEN 10 00- I 050 TR llEB2 1 7 02 
001 MALEHORN HAROLD A 08U0-08SOM•F BEB207 OJ 
002 MALEHOR N HANOLD A o 900- 0950 MWF OE8207 o� 
OOJ R UYLE WANDA E ILEEN 0800-0ll l STA aEB207 us 
004 T A TE V I R G I N I A  I JUO-I JSOMWF BEB207 03 
005 TATE V I R G I N I A  1 4U0- 1 450 IO WF 8EB207 OJ 
006 SCHENKE LAHRON H 1 000- l l l S T R BEe207 UJ 
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** Time , room and inotructor will oe the same ao for auigned oectlon of ELE3Z70. 
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*S_peclal oectlon llrnlted to for el' gn otudento. ••course requir�e one addition& arran1e period for dil.m screening•. 
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F I N E  A R T S 
COURSE DESCR I P T ION 
FAR 2 0 0 1  
FAR 2002 
FAA 2003 
l"TRO T O  ARTS 
FN A A T 5,-CUI. T PER 
CREAT EXPR ARTS 
tGeR�E"o�s�R I P T I ON 
FME 1 0 0 1  
FRE 1 1 0 1 
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007. STAFF 1 4 00- l • SOF AAE I 0 8  03 
11 1 0  STAFF 0800-0BSllR A A E I O d  03 
01 1 STAFF 0900-0950R AAE l ll 8 03 
0 1 2  STAFF 1 0 00 - I OSOR A A E I U 8 03 
0 1 3  STAFF 1 1 0 0- 1 1 50A A A E I 08 03 
0 1 •  STAFF 1 2 11 0 - 1 2 5 0 A  A A E I 0 8  03 
0 1 5  STAFF 1 300- 1 .JSOA AAEl08 0 .J  
0 1 6  STAFF l 4 0 0- 1 � 5 0 A  AAE108 03 
01 7 STAF� 1 5011-! SSOA AAE I 0 8  03 
018 S T AFF 1600- lbSOA A A E I 0 8  O.J 
0 1 9  STAFF · O B0 0-0850F AAE20• 03 
020 STAFF 09u0-09SOF AAE20• 03 
021 S T AFF 1 0 00-I OSllF AAE20• 03 
' 022 STAFF 1 1 00- l l Sll F  AAE20• 03 
023 STAFF 1 2 00- 1 2 SOF · '  AAE20• 03 
02• STAFF 1 3 11 0- 1 .SSOF AAE204 113 
112S STAFF 1 400- 1 4SOF AAE 204 03 
U28 STAFF 0800-0BSOR AAE20• 03 
029 STAFF 1 0 0 0- 1 050A AAE20• 03 
030 STAFF 1 1 00-l l S ll R  AAE20• 03 
031 STAFF 1 300-I JSOA AAE204 03 
032 STAFF 1 4 0 0- 1 4 50 R  AAE20• 03 
033 STAFF 1 501>- I SSOA AAE20• 03 
OJ• STAFF 1 6 00- 1 6 50R A A E 20• 03 
O.J5 STAFF 0900-09SOF LS226 03 
036 STAFF 1 00 0- I OSOF LS22b 03 
037 STAFF 1 1 00-l l SOF LS226 03 
038 STAFF 1 200- 12SOF L S226 03 
039 STAFF 1 300- 1350F LS226 03 
o•o STAFF 1 • 00 - i • s o F  LS 226 03 
0•3 STA�F . 0800-0850A LS226 0 3  
· 044 STAFF 0900-0950R LS226 03 
045 STAFF 1 0 00- I OSOA L S 226 03 
0•6 STAFF 1 1 00- l l SO R  LS226 03 
0•7 S T AFF 1 2 0 0- 1 2SOR LS226 03 
048 ST AFF 1 3 0 0-1 3SOA LS 226 03 
0•9 STAFF 1 4 00- l •SOR LS226 03 
OSO STAFF • 1 50 0 - I S S O A  LS226 03 
05l STAFF l 60 0- 1 6 SO R  LS226 03 
OS2 STAFF 0 8 00-08SOF LS325 03 
053 STAFF 0 9 0 0-09SOF LS325 03 
OS4 STAFF l 0 00-1 0 5 0 F  LS 325 03 
llS5 STAFF 1 1 00- l l SOF L S 32S 03 
056 STAFF 1 2 0 0- 1 250F LS32S 03 
05 7 STAFF 1 •00-1 •soF LS325 03 
060 S T AFF 1 1 00-l l SOR LS32S 03 
061 STAFF 1 20 0- l 2SOA LS325 03 
062 STAFF 1 300-1 3SOR LS325 03 
063 STAFF l • OO- l 4 SOR LS325 03 
06• STAFF 1 500-I SSOR LS32S 03 
065 STAFF 1 200-12SOR AAE I 06 03 
066 S T AFF 1 30 0- I JSOR A A E 1 06 03 
U67 STAFF l•00-14SOR A A E I 06 03 
068 STAFF 1 500-ISSOR A A E I 0 6  03 
069 STAFF 1 600- l bSOM A A E l06 03 
070 STAFF 0 8 0 0-0850F AA E 1 06 O J  
071 STAFF 0900-09SOF AAEI06 03 
072 ST AFF 1 0 00- I O SOF AAE I 0 6  03 
073 S TAFF 1 1 00- l lSOF AAE l Ob 03 
117• STAFF 1 2 0 0 - 1 2 s o F  AA E I 06 03 
075 STAFF 1 3 0 0- 1 350F A A E I 0 6  03 
076 STAFF l 400- 1 •soF AAE l06 03 
079 STAFF 0800-0850A AAEI06 03 
080 STAFF 0900-0950R A A E I O b  03 
081 STAFF 1 0 0 0- I OSllR A A E I 06 03 
082 STAFF 1 1 0 0-l l S O A  LS325 03 
083 STAFF 1 900- 1 950R LS226 03 
08• STAFF l 900- 1 9SOR L S l l 9 03 
08S STAFF l 900-1 9SOA L S l l 7 03 
001 HUNT L A •AENCE II 0900-0950 M•F LS301 03 
002 HUNT LA •RENCE B 0930- I O•STR LS201 03 
003 STAFF l 9 00-2 01 5TR L 5 2 0 1  03 
011 1 STAFF I S 00- 1 5 5 0 M •F L S 2 0 1  03 
1101 STA F F  0900-09SOTM AAf204 0 1  
0 0 1  BA UMGARDNER KANDY 0 0 9 011-09SO MF L S 2 0 1 - 2 28 03 
0900- 1 0 • 0 •  
0 0 2  BAUMGARQNER KANOY 0 0900-0950MF 
003 BA I LEY ZENO E 
1104 BAILEY ZENO E. 
001 MURPH>' D A � I D  H 
1 1 00- 1 2 40 •  
1 900-2 1 JO TM 
1 3 0 0 - 1 .JSOMF 
1 300- U40• 
0800-08SOMF 
0800-09 •0 •  
0 0 1  DURHAM LEONARD ARR MT9RF 
UOI BAUMGARDNER KANDY 0 1 • 00- I S I S TR 
0 0 1  STAFF AMA M T 9AF 
00 1 ANDRE•S IUCHAl'O 0 l 200-1 2SOTM 
00 1 S T AFF 1 1 00- l l SOTA 
00 1 .JAMES • IL L I AM S'TUAATANR MT•RF 
001 STAFF ARM M T • RF 
002 STAFF AAA MT9RF 
003 STAFF AAA MT•RF 
oo• STAFF ARR MT•AF 
001 STAFF ARR MT•RF 
002 STAFF ARR MT•RF 
003 STAFF ARA MT•AF 
oo• STAFF ARA MT•RF 
005 STAFF ARM · MT9RF 
006 STAFF ARM MTl�F 
L S 20 l -228 03 






L S 1 1 9  
LS228 






























All atudenta enrolled in LS l OOO will meet their scheduled s ection 
time on Thursday, August 31, September 4 cla s s e s  meet on Friday,. 
Seotember l. for one hour of orientalion 
5 1! M E N T  C 
ISE OESCR I P T I ON SECT o I N STRUCTOR MEE T I NG T I M E BLOG/ROON A• 
--�---------�- --- -��------- --�------�-�---------�---�----� 
6US I NESS LA• I 001 HOLL�Y BEMTRANO P 1 1 00- l l SO MwF S l 2 1  0 3  
BUS S T A T  I 
PA I N  OF M G T  
I NTRO OAG THEORY 
PERSONNEL MGT 
BUSI NESS LAii I I  
P A I N  ENERGY MGT 
I NTRO/OPEA RES 
BUS REPORT •ATG 
OPER A T I ON S  MGT 
ORG llCHA V I CIA  
PROO S Y S  ' CONT 
MGT DEC MAK I NG 
.. 
002 HOLLEY BERTRAND P 1 400- 1 4SOMWF CH l20 03 
003 G I FF I N  JAMES F 1 5 30- 16•5TR CH l20 03 
o o •  � l F F I N  J A M E S  F l l 00- 1 2 1 STR CH l20 03 
'0 0 1  ME I ER MOBERT E 0930- I 0 45 TA AAE207-0B 0 3  
0 0 2  ME I ER ACBERT E 0800-09 1 S TR CH3 l 8  0 3  
0 0 3  L E E  DANIEL T 1 30 0- 1 3 50MWF CH2 l 0  03 
oo• LEE DANIEL T 1 4 0 1)- 1 4SOMWF CH2 1 0  03 
005 LEE DAN J EL T .  1 1 00- l l SO llWF CH2 1 0  03 
006 LEE DANIEL T 0801>-0850MWF CH2 l 0  03 
0 0 1  G l FF l N  JAMES F l 0 00- 1 05 0 M 9F S332 03 
002 G I FF I N  JAMES F l • 00-1 450MWF L S 20 1  03 
003 GAEEN W ILL I AM E 1 1 011- l l SOM•F BH300 03 
004 ROBERTS �OHN L I NCOLNl900-2 1 30T 8H l 03 03 
00 1 ASSMAAE MEN•O UYYELL l l 0 0- 1 2 1 S TR BEB l • O  03 
002 AS SM4RE MENWOUY YELL 1 530- 1 64STR AAE20 7- 08 03 
003 HE•E.TT HARVEY J 1 600-1 7 1 S MW LS301 O.J 
00 1 R08tATS JOHN L I NCOLNl3 00- 1 350M•F · AAE316 03 
002 OGLESBY MAMJLYN S 1 1 00- l l SOMWF AAE207-08 03 
· O O I  HOLLEY 8ERTRAND P 0900-09SO MWF AAE207-0 8  03 
002 JOHNSON CHARL E$ H 1 230- 1 345TR LB LEC 03 
001 TATI KONOA RAO J 1 400- 1 5 I S TR BH307 03 
001 K I M  SANG HOON 0800-0850M•F 8H3 l 3  03 
002 K I M  SANG HOON l 0 00- 1 050M•F CH3 1 8  03 
00 1 OGLESBr MARILYN S 0930- I 04 5 T A  CH l 09 0 3  
gg� g�t��:� ::��t �� � ' ��g�=�����:F ���.�� · g� 
00 1 ICELLER HARRY 8 l 000-1050MWF CH2 1 0  03 
002 KELLER HARRY B l •OO- l •SOM•F C H 3 1 8  03 
003 ' • 1 LL I AM S  NEO 0930-l 045TR CH3 1 8  g3 · 
004 W I LL I AM S  NEO 1 400- I S I ST M  CH3 1 8  03 
0 0 1  HE•ETT HARVEY J 1 900-2 1 30 M  BH 1 03 03 
00 1 KELLER HARRY 8 l l 00- 1 1 50M•� CH l 09 03 
001 • I LL I A M S  NEO 0900-0950MWF CH3 1 8  03 
002 SHARA•AY" HUSS E I N S l •OO- l S l 5 TR CH2 1 0  03 
003 WI LL I AM S  NEO l l 00- l l 50 N llF CH318 03 
004· SttAAA•AY 11USSEI N ,j I S 30 - 1 6•5TR CH2 l 0  03 
M A N A • E M E N T 
COURSE DE�CR I PT I ON SE CT .  I N S T RUCTOR MEETING T I ME 
c 
DLOG.IROOM R ,  
--�-----------------------------------------------::.---�---------------------------
MIOT •370 J O tl  EVALUATION 001 GRCEN W I LL I AM E 
'4GT 43d0 LACIOR LA• 001 JOHNSON C H ARLES 
MGT ••SU COLL EC T I VE EIGN 011 1 bl<EEN • l LL I AM t. 
M <>T 4 730 I NTERNSttf P 001 TAT IKONOA RAO .J 
002 TA T IKUNDA RAO J 
003 T A T lKONOA RAO J 
oo• TA T I KUNOA RAO J 
OOS TA TI KONOA RAO .J 
MGT 4 H O I ND S T UOr 0 0 1  STAFF 
MGT • d l 3  ENERGY � ENV LA• 001 Gl< I FF I T t.  JOHN A 
MGT •920 I NTEANAT MGT 0 0 1  •ALOAIP J ACK • 
090U-O':i50 flll•F 
H 09.J0-1 04S TA 
1 100- 1 2 1 5  TM 
ARR fl4TWRF 
ARR MT9RF 
Al-fR MT WMF . 
ARR fllT W RF 
ARA MT•RF 
ARR M T WHF 
.JR 1 •0 0- 1 • s u :.c 11 F  
0930- I O•STA 
BH ll)O, 
L I B  LEC 




















azs=asa•a•�•••----=- ..-.. •-----=•-....aa:a•�••:a*•�•••�...-a�a•cc.am•s•8D��·••---••z; 
M A R K E T I N G C 
CUUMSE OESCM I P T I ON SECT. I N S TR� TOR '4EET I NG T I ME 8LO<i.IAOCM A o  
-- -------------���-��--�---- -�-------�------------------------------· 
• MAN .H 10 PA I N  OF M K T  0 0 1  MC MULLEt. OCNAl,0 E OdOO-OtlSOMWF CH 1 21J �.J 
MAR .J490 
M AR 3 S I O  
M AR .j600 
MAR .J720 
MAR 4490 
M A R  •730 
MAI' 4 7• 0  
M AM • 78 0  
M A R  •8b0 
MAR •87S 
MKT MI OMEN 
NKT CUMM 
ENERGY MARKE T I NG 
CCN SUMEA BEHAV 
l N TER N A T • L  MK.T 
I N T E RN S H I P  
I NO S T UOY 
ADVERT I S  I NG MGT 
MKT RESEARCH 
M E J A I L  M G T  
0 0 2  GOVER T I MOTHY 0 l l 00 - 1 2 1 5 T M  A A E 2 0 7  113 
003 GOVEk T I MC J H Y  0 1 9 00-2 1 3 0 T  CH l20 03 
00 1 MCMULL E N  DONALD E 1 00 0- I OSO M WF CH IO� 113 
001 MOURE JOHN THtMPSON l l 0 0- 1 2 1 5 T �  CH 3 1 d  O .J  
002 SP4L O I NG J A M E S  6 J R  1 40 0 - l • S O M WF CH 1 09 03 
O U I  MOORE JOHN THOMPSON 1 60 0- 1 7 1 STA CH J l 8  03 
OOl MC MULLE t. DONALD E I S00- 1 6 1 S MwF C H 2 1 0  1.1.J 
1102 MCMULLEh DCNALO E 1 20 U- 1 2 5 U MwF C H 3 1 d  U.J 
001 WALDR I P  JACK 9 I S30- 1 64STR OH307 03 
0 0 1  TA T l �ONDA HAO .J AHH MTWRF ARR 03 
O U 2  T A T I K ONUA RAO .J ARW MT WRF ARR 00 
003 TA T I KONOA RAO J ARM M T 9 M F  ARA O� 
oo• TA T I K ONDA RAO J AMA M T 9AF ARR l �  
005 TA T I KONOA RAO � ANH N T W R F  AAA 1 5  
0 0 1  STAFF ARR MTWAF ARR 03 
0 0 1  .SPALD I NG JAMES B JR l.J00- 1 3SO MwF CH I09 0.J 
00 1 M�ORE 0JCHN THOMPSON 0930-I 0 4 5 T A  CH 2 l0 03 
� 0 1  EGLOFF W I LLI A M  F 1 23 0- 1 3 4 5 TR CH l l 8  03 
........ ..............  ---!s-•aa�aaa-.... ...... �--•••ss•----.a.asaaaaas�.a.:a..a.: •• sa�= 
M A T H E ll A T I C S  C 
• CUUR�E DESCR IP T I ON . SECTo I N STRUC TOR MEET l NG T I ME BLDG/ROOM M o  
----------�--�------�-�-�-�--�--��--������------�-.��-�---�---
M A T  1 1 50 L I B  ARTS MATH 0 0 1  STAFF 11 8 0 0-0850MwF 1130•W 03 
.MAT 1 2 20 
MAT 1 2SO 
MAT 1 290 
MAT 0 1 3 00 
M AT 1 3 1 0  
MAT 1 32 0  
M A T  1 3•0 
MAT 2 1 1 0 
NAT 2 1 2U 
M A T  2 :J I O  
MAT 2320 




MAT 3 1 90 
M A T  3200 
MAT 
MAT 
M A T  
M A T  
M A T  
'4 A T  










M A T  
32 1 0  
3 2 7 1  




3 7 0 1  
3 7 02 
3 7 70 
• oao 








NUMRL ' NUMB I 
ELEM MATH APPL 
ALGEBRA 
ALGEBRA 
T R I GONOMETRY 
FUNCT/ANAL GEOM 
ANAL GEOMETRY 
MAT H ANAL YS I S  




CALCULUS 1 1  
CALCULUS I I  I 
MATR I X  AL GEBRA 
TOP I C S/ EL EM MATH 
TCHG ELEM· llATH I 
TCHG ELE MA TH 1 1  
COLL.EGE GE0'4 I 
JEACH SEC MATH 
D I FF EQUAT I O N S  1· 
ABSTRACT AL G  l 
COMPUTERS ' PRO� 
PAOtl � STAT I 
PROI! ' STAT I I  
COMBIN COMPUT I NG 
COMP MATH I N T ERN 
APPL I E D  AOV CALC 
ALG ' GEO M 1 1  
MATH ANAL Y S l S  
PAOG LANG STRUCT 
ABSTRACT AL G I 
HI GHER GEOMETRY 
THES I S  
I NO  STUDY 
OU2 PETA l oi s  N I CHOLAS l l 00- 1 1 50 M • F  M304W 03 
003 STAFF 1 2 00- 1 2 50 M WF M304W 03 
oo• RAHMAN MU SHFEQUR l 3QO-I JSO MWF M30•• OJ 
u·os RAHMAN llUSHFE QUA UOO-l •SOM•� M304• 03 
006 PE TAI O I S  t.I CHCLAS l 600-16SUMWR M30•w 03 
0 0 1  Ei< CKMANh RUTH 0900-09SOM•F M 2 1 5  03 
002 HANCOCK ROBERT R 1 1 00- l l SO M W� M 2 1 5  03 
003 COON L E W I S  H l 600-1 650MWR M300E 113 
001 LEDUC JOHf'< • 0900-095011WRF M300E O• 
0 0 2  LEDUC JOHN W 1 300- 1350M•MF M .J O IC 04 
O O t· STAFF Od00-0850 MT •Rf M302W 05 
1102 STAFF 11900-09S O ll T • R F  8H206 0� 
1103 STAFF 1 0 0 0- I U S O M T w k F  M 3 0 1C 05 
004 STAFF l l UO- l l 50 M T W �F a Et1 1 08 05 
005 STAFF 1 20U- 1 2 5 0 M T W P F  M3011E · 0 5 
006 S T A FF 1 300- 1 3SO M T • k F  S 3 1 7  05 
007 STAFF l • 00- 1 4SO MT • R� s•3• OS 
008 STAFF 1 5 00- I SS O M T • R F  M300W 115 
009 STAFF 1 60 0- 1 6 50 M T •  M300W 05 
11 1 0  STAFF 
l 600.-l 740A 
1 600-1600 JllT W  
1 6 0 0- 1 740R 
11 0 1  STAFF 0900-09SO·MWF 
0 0 2  STAFF 1 0 00- I OSOM•F 
003 STAFF 1 2 0 0- 1 2 50 M 9F 
oo• STAFF l 4 11 0- 1 4 50MWF 
oos MC: YEAHOLTZ Ror A I S OO-I SSOM•F 
001 • I LL I AM S  LARRY JAMES09011-09SOTA 
.00 2 W I LL I A M S  LARRY J A M ES l l O O- l l 511 T R 
003 S T AFF 1 400-J 45� TR 
0 0 1  HSU NA l -CHAO 0800-08SOMTwAF 
1102 LA I BLE JOt.' M I I 0 0- l l SOMT WRF 
003 DEr SUHM I T  K 1 200- 1 2so>1T •AF 
004 HSU NA l -CHAO 1 300- 1 350 M T W RF 
U 0 5  KOONTZ LLOYD L l 4Q0- 1 4 SO MT WRF 
OUI STAFF I 0600-0850 N•F 
0 0 2  STAFF 1 1 0 0- l l SO M •F 
001 STAFF 09 00-095 0 M • F  
1102 PE TMI D I S  N I CHOLAS 1 0 00-I OSO MWF 
003 MErEAHOL T Z . R O Y  A 1 1 0 0- l l SO M WF 
oo• LA I OLE JON M 1 200- 1 2SUNWF 
OOS HANCOCK RCl!E AT R 1 300-1 350 MwF 
006 MErEAHOL T Z  Ror A 1 4 0 0- 1 4SO M •F 
007 STAFF I S OO-I SSOM•F 
008 STAFF l b0 0 - 1 6SllMWM 
001 CR Atl l LL DELMAR 0900-09SOMWF 
002 COON LE • I S  H 1 0 00- I OSOMWF 
1103 CMA 8 1 LL UELMAR 1 1 00-1 1 50 M •F 
ou• STAFF 1 2 00-1 �S0'4•F 
OOS COON LE W I S  H 1 300- 1 3S O M W F  
00 6  STAFF 1 4 0 0 - 1 4 S O MWF 
007 W I LL l 4 M S  LARRY J A M E S I SOO- l S50MWF 
008 • I LL I A MS LARRr JAMES l600- 1 6 SO M WR 
00 1 D�Y SUHM I T  K 1 0 011- I OSOMWMF 
0 � 2  DEY SUHA l T  � l 40 U-l 4 50 M WRF 
0111 D I P I E T R O  �LPHONSO J 09 01>- I U• ll R  
UOl NANDA ,JAGD l SH L o�oo-0950MWMF 
002 NANDA .J AG O I SH L l l·0 0 - 1  l SO MWAF 
U03 LEDUC JOHN • 1 • 0 11- 1 •sOMWRF 
00 1 CRA8 1 LL DELMAR U800-06SUMWRF 
0�2 MEYEAHOLTZ ACY A I Oll O- I OSO M 9RF 
003 KAUKENBEAG CLA I RE. E 1 3 0 11 - 1 350MWAF 
0 0 1  HSU NA l -CHAO 0900- 0950MWF 
002 PETA I D I S  N l CHOLAS IS 00- I S50M•F 
001 KOONTZ LLOYD L 1 2 110- 1 2SOMWRF 
001 DOLSON ERNEST E 1 0110- I USllM•F 
002 Pf.TTVPOCL CHARLES E l l 00- 1 2 l 5 TR 
003 EACKMANN RUTH 1 2 0 0 - 1 2 S0'4WF 
004 COON L E W I S  H 1 4 11 0- 1 4511 MwF 
OOS ERCKMANN MUTH 1 300- 1 35011WF 
0 0 1  DOLSON ERNEST E l b0 0- 1 6S a MWR 
002 PE T T YPOOL CHARLES E O�UO- I O l 3 TR 
1103 PETTYPOOL CHARLES E 1 3 00- 1 4 1 5 TA 
004 DOLSON ERNEST E 1 500- I S5 v MWF 
QOI EACKMAN� RUTH Od00-08SOM•F 
0 0 1  RAHMAN MUSHFEQUR 1 1 00- l l S O N WF 
00 1 HANCOCK ROBERT R 0800-0850MTWRF 
00 1 W I LL I A M S  LARRY JAMESl l UO-l l S ll M •F 
�01 LA I BLE .JON M 090U-09S O M •RF 
0 0 1  A l � I NS D FERREL I 0 00-1 050MWRF 
0 0 1  CRABILL DELMAR 1300-l 350MWF 
00 1 O I P I E T A O  ALPHONSO J I SOO- I SS ll M WF 
0 0 1  KRUKENBERG CL A I RE E 0800-08SO MWF 
0 0 1  AT K I NS D FERREL ARR MT•AF 
gg: =��;��o��s���s E :�gg:1��g:•" · 
0 0 1  NANDA J AG D I Stt L 1 2�0- 1 250 MWRF 
00 1 A T K I NS 0 FERREL 1 4 00- l 4SOMWF 
0 0 1  � UKENBERG CLAI RE E 0900-0950 MWF 
OO l KOONTZ LLOYD L I S OO- l SSOMWF 
O�l STAFF AHR NT •RF 
002 S T AFF ARR M T •RF 
003 STAFF ARR MT•RF 
OO• S T AFF ARR MTWRF 
110 I STAFF AAA MT•RF 
002 STAFF ARA M T WRF 
u03 STAFF ARA MTWAF 
gg; �l:�� ::� =�=:� 
1106 STAFF ARA MT•RF 




































M 3 0 1C 
M30 IC 
M300E 





M2 1 5  
M.Z I S  
M2 1 5  
M 2 1 5  
M2 1 5  
M2 1 5  
M 2 l 5  
M:.! 1 5  
M 2 15 
M 2 1 5  









8H3 1 7  
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FALL SCHEDULE - !-'age ts 
= = = � = =::=======.:==..=-=-==3.:c==�21:=.=.=== :a===��==============-====•.a; : : 2 .: & : = = = =:;:;.:;:: ::i::-==== 
M E 0 I C A L T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y 
� UURSE 01:.SCR l�T I CN SECT . I N ST R U� TO R 
MUT 2600 I N TRO NEU Tl:.C" 
;OOT .J 0 \10 AO� MEO T ECH 
M U S I C 
JO I Kl ... �L DA V I D  0 
Ul) I i<l ... >IEL DA V I D  D 
COURSE Ot;SCR I P T I ON SE C T .  I N S T Rl,ICTOR 
M EE T I NG T J  ME 
l .J00- 1 5 .J O R  
l .J U 0- 1 5.J U T  
N E E  T l  N G  T l  M E  
c 
OL DGt/AOOM w .  
L S .J I O  




· BL OG/ R OO M R• 
------ ----- - --�����--------------- ------ -----------------------------
M U S  0 0 1 0 V O I C E  
MUS 0020 FL\JTE 
MUS 0 0 2 1  OOOE 
MUS oa22 CLAR I N E T 
MUS 002.J BASS OON 
N US 0 0 2 4 SAXOPHONE 
MUS 0 0 25. RECOROEH 
MUS 0 0.JO TNUMPET 
'4US ..> O .J I  HORN 
>IUS O O .J2 TR0'4S ONE 
MUS UQ.J.J BAR I T ON� 
:• US 0050 V I OL I N  
"4US 0 0 51 , V I OL A .  
M� S 0052 V J JLONCELLO 
MUS 0 0 5.J STR I NG BASS 
NUS 0060 P I ANO 
MUS 0 0 6 1  ORGAN 
><us 0062 . HARP S I CHORD 
MUS 0 0 7 0  COMPOS I T I O N 
MUS 0 1 00 ENS: BAND 
MUS ll l l O  ENS: ORCHESTNA 
MUS U l 20 
MUS 0.JOO 
>< U S  0600 
.. us 1 0 7 0 
.. us l 1 0 .J 
EN S : .JAZZ 
fNS: CHONl.IS 
ENS! CHAMBER· 
ELECTRON I C  TEC H 
RECI TAL 
'•4US " l l  .J6 CL I N S T  V O I C E  
MUS 1 2 0 1  B E G I N N I N G P I A N O  
MUS 1 2 0.J P I ANO SK I LL S  
M U S  l 2 04 P I ANO SK I LL S 
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